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PROLEGOMEN A. 

Wuere, how, and when the Evagrian MS. on papyrus which contains the Periplus of 
Hannén was discovered has been mentioned, both in the Introduction of the “ Mayerian 
Codex,” at pages 7 and 9, and in the title of the present volume; but, although thus 
indicated, it is requisite we should add that it was brought from Thébes, in Egypt, 
with numerous other papyrean rolls, cither by the Rev. H. Stobart, or by J. Sams, Esq., 
who was well known as a collector of antiquitics, and was purchased by Mr. Joseph 
Mayer, together with many other rolls of papyri. It is believed that the MS. in 
question belonged to the collection of Mr. Stobart; but it is not possible to ascertain 
with absolute certainty whether it came to Mr. Mayer through this source, or through 
Mr. Sams, as the rolls had in degree been mixed up with each other in the cases. 
Having procured them at a small expense, he simply arranged them in the cases of 
his Muscum, without thinking of their contents; for he was ignorant himself, as was 
also their previoua possessor, what these antiquities contained. 

It appears that subsequently they have been partially injured by unsuccessful 
attempts to unroll them. Besides this, from want of care on the part of the proprictor, 
the damp was allowed to destroy many of them; for they were heaped up near the 
moist walls of the Museum, behind glazed doors which excluded the air. After this, 
viz, on the 13th February, 1860, I was invited by Mr. Mayer, the owner of the 
Museum, to examine all its contents; | which laborious task I undertook, and in the 
progress of which I discovered, on the 29th of July, 1860, amongst many other MSS. 
elsewhere noticed, the Periplus of which I now treat. This occurred in the presence 
of Mr. Mayer, before whom the papyrus was unrolled, and secured upon linen and 
paper.* Mr. Mayer, on learning its contents from me, was, like myself, much pleased, 

e That IT unrolled the Papyrus in his Museum, Mr. Mayer acknowledges in the following letter :— 

“THE MAYER MANUSCRIPTS. 

““Liveapoo., December lsth, 1861. 

“You have in your review of the recent publication of Dr. Simenides made use of my name. I therefore 
claim the insertion of a few lines defining my own position in reference to the Papyri, which you have 

thought proper to notice in such unqualified terms of distrust. The simple fects are, thet the MSS. of 
which the fac-similes are befure the public are part only of a collection which I acquired from two different 
sources, viz., from the lato Mr. Sams and from the Rev. H. Stobart; and as they have been disarrangyd 
more than once in my Museum, it is not in my power to state with perfect accuracy from which of these 
two sources any particular Papyrus was derived. 

B 
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and the following day exposed it in his Museum, with the following note written upon 
it with his own hand, in pencil :— 

“The travel of King Hannon, of Carthagena — Voyage in Africa, 
50 years before Christ.” 

‘Dr. Simonidés was introduced to me, as stated by him, at my Museum; and after we had been acquainted 

for some time, and he had given me in writing his interpretation of several of the hieroglyphical inscriptions 

in the Museum, I requested him to unroll and decipher for me some of many rolls of Papyrus which were 

on my shelves; and he shortly afterwards commenced his operations in the Library of the Museum, the 

necessary materials for the unrolling, such as linen, starch, etc., being supplied by the Curator, who attended 

on him, and, with myself, saw many of the MSS. opened. 

“Dr. Simonidés told me during the time that he was thus engaged that the Papyri were of extreme 

Biblical interest, and from time to time the results of his discoveries were communicated to the papers. 

“T leave to Dr. Simonidés himself the vindication of his character from the charges brought against 
him; but it is absolutely necessary that the public should be made aware that the Papyri in question are 
in no way connected with Dr. Simoénidés, except in as far as he has unrolled and illustrated them, and 

that they are, and have been for some years, the property of, 

‘Yours respectfully, 

“JOSEPH MAYER.” » 

In reply to an article in the Parthenon of January 17th, appeared the following letter in the Parthenon 
of January 8lst and February 7th. 

‘“ MAYERIAN PAPYRI. 

‘To the Editor of the Parthenon. 

‘‘Sm,— Will you allow me space for a few remarks upon the subject of the genuineness of Mr. Mayer’s 

Papyri, in reply to your article in the Parthenon of January 17th? 

“The assumption that Mr. Mayer (whilst taking no active part in the exhibition of the Papyn, and 

not entering into controversy upon their merits) is desirous of hearing the opinions of all comers as to the 
value of his manuscripts, is perfectly correct; though he does not need public opinion to convince his own 

mind of their genuineness. But, in justice to that gentleman, it should also be remembered that he has 
done more than merely exhibit his treasures; he long ago published an account of the unrolling of the 

Papyri, which should have prevented your making the disparaging statement that “the exact circumstances 

under which Simonidés unrolled the Papyri are extremely difficult to come at: it is stated that the unrolling 

took place at Mr. Mayer’s house." If you will refer to the Atheneum of December 28th, 1861, you will 

find a letter from Mr. Mayer, in which a complete though succinct account is given of the unrolling of the 

Papyri in his Museum. If more details are required than are contained in this letter, and if the word of 
Simonidés is not to be taken, application should be made to Mr. Mayer for a more explicit narrative; and 

when that gentleman declines to furnish all the information in his power, and not till then, will it be 

allowable to make such a statement as that above referred to. 

“I venture to suggest, in the second place, that if the object be to give to the public an opportunity 

of forming a correct judgment, the facts, whether more or less recent, should be given with as much precision 

as possible; and that if it were necessary to make the statement that Simonidés produced in England, in 

1853, certain manuscripts which were at once pronounced to be forgeries, it should have been made in so 

circumstantial a manner that the ordinary reader might have the opportunity of discovering the names of the 
experts who gave the decision, and the grounds upon which their judgment was arrived at; for if the public, 

who will have forgotten the details of the present discussion in 1873, are then merely told, that in 1863 

Simonidés exhibited in London a manuscript of Hermippos, which was pronounced to be a forgery, they will 
be as unreasonably predjudiced against him as they are likely to be by thé bold statement just referred to. 

I suppose the manuscnpts of which you speak were those submitted to the Royal Society of Literature, and 

for the examination of which a special committee was appointed, whose report, if brought before the public 
at the present juncture, would be of service — not, it is true, in the determination of the genuineness or 

* Vide Athenzum and the Literar; Gazette, December 28th, 1861. 
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extraordinary popular festival took place in Liverpool, in honour of William Brown, Esq., 

who had built a magnificent public library and presented it to the inhabitants of that 

town. I was invited to the meeting, and requested to report on the manuscripts on 

Mr. Mayer is confessedly unabie to identify the Papyri now produced with those which he saw unrolled. 
With regard to the pink tint, whether Mr. Hodgkin can see it or not, I can but repeat that I saw something 

which appeared such to me, and that it led to the discovery of small flecks of blotting-paper (of which the 

existence is admitted), which are decidedly pink. As to the exact position of these flecks I will not venture 

to speak, not having the papyrus at hand, except in regard to the large piece alluded to by Mr. Hodgkin 

as being on the Hieratic inscription. I recollect such a fleck, which is, if I am not deceived, towards the 

edge of the Hieratic text, and in that part which has obviously been partially erased and re-touched by an 

ignorant hand. 
“ Blotting-paper may have been used, for aught I know, for other purposes besides that of erasure. That 

Mr. Hodgkin saw it employed in some way or other, in the process of unrolling which he witnessed, proves 

nothing. 

‘It has puzzled some persons to explain whence a sufficient quantity of blank Papyrus could have been 

obtained for the whole of the Greek texts produced by Simonidés. When the fragments are torn, ragged, 

and dirty, the idea of the erasure of a previous text naturally presents itself. There are some large specimens, 

however, in very good condition. I take this opportunity to suggest that these may be written on the backs 

of Papyrus rolls, which, more often than not, are free from writing, and would afford ample space. The 

other sides being pasted down, it may be difficult or impossible to find out now what writing they may 
have borne. 

“Cc, W. GOODWIN.]” 

“ To the Editor of the Parthenon. 

“Srz,—I am glad to have it in my power to offer something more than a recapitulation of my former 

assertions in reply to your short appendix to my letter of last week. i stated at the meeting of the Royal 
Society of Literature, in reply to a query from Mr. Vaux, that Mr. Mayer was unable to identify any of the 

Papyri then exhibited as having been formerly in his Museum. I took for granted Mr. Mayer’s statement 
to me that they could not be positively identified, and could make no other reply. I had expected that the 

Society would have examined the manuscripts principally on their own merits, and that the exact links in 

their previous history would have been less regarded than their physical peculiarities, as I conceive it to be 

impossible so cleverly to forge documents of this class that the eye of a laborious and systematic scrutator 

shall ultimately be deceived. Being entirely unprepared for this perfectly legitimate inquiry as to the possibility 

of tracing the manuscripts from the shelves of Mr. Mayer to the table on which they were then displayed, 

I had made no enquiries upon the subject, except from Mr. Mayer, who, being unable to identify them 

positively himself, though satisfied, on other grounds, of their genuineness, seems to have taken no further 

steps in the affair. 

‘‘A few days ago it occurred to me that the Curator of the Museum, in whose presence the Papyri 

were unrolled, would be able to give some information about them. I have, accordingly, on several occasions, 

questioned him very closely upon every matter which occurred to me touching the opening of these manuscripts. 

He unhesitatingly assured me, in reply to my queries, that all the Papyri but four* were opened in the 

library of the Museum; that the operation of laying down and adjusting the fragments of those which were 

in bad condition occupied Simonidés, in many instances, two or three days, in consequence of the shattered 

state of the Papyrus, which, in many of the rolls, was so dry and crumbling as to fall to pieces in moving 

from one part of the case to the other; that Simonidés worked hard for several weeks, unrolling, tracing, 

and deciphering, and that he freely explained, not only to Mr. Mayer, but also to those visitors who wished 

to see the manuscripts, their nature and contents; that the library in which he worked was accessible to all 

visitors, and that he, the Curator, was in the room at intervals throughout the day, and supplied him with 

such materials as he required; that the manuscripts never left the library at all before the meeting held 

in the Museum on the Ist of May, 1860, when the announcement was made by Mr. Mayer of the important 

nature of some of their contents, and that the bulk of them remained there, under lock and key, until the 

7th of August, when the whole of them passed into the possession of Simonidés, for the completion of the 

* Of these four, two have been opened in my presence (one since the exhibition of the manuscripts). and the others 

are now in my house. 
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these, the first four lines of the fifth column belong to the text of the Periplus; the 
remaining twenty-nine comprise — first, an important historical sketch of six Kings of 
Karchédin; second, the time of the translation of the original into Greek (for it was 
written at first in the Phcenician language); third, by whom it was translated into 
Greek, and re-copied, and for what purpose. This has been already published in the 
‘“ Mayerian Codex,” pp. 23, 24, and is more fully explained in the following pages. 

But it is necessary to premise something about the ancestors of the King and 
writer Hannén, as well as about himself and Karchédon, and afterwards concerning the 
design of the Periplus, and its transcription. 

All historians aver that Lybian Karchédon was a colony of Pheenicians; on this 
point they are agreed, but they differ about the period of its colonisation. For some 
relate that Karchéddn was founded 50 years before the capture of Ilion; and others, 
again, assure us that the city was built 340 years after the destruction of L[lion. 
But at what period did this destruction take place? Even this still remains unsettled. 
For Timeos says that Ilion was captured 1343 years Before Christ; Hérodotos, 1270; 
the Parian Marble, 1209; Eratosthenés and Apollodéros, 1184, or, according to others, 
1183; Démocritos, 1150. Who of these is right? Heaven only knows. 

The French Chronologists prefer the testimony of Hérodotos; the English and 
German writers, that of Eratosthenés and Apollodéros. Now which of these judges 
are we to follow? I have no personal opinion to maintain. Let the ancients speak 
for themselves. , 

But, besides the time of the foundation of Karchédon, its first builder is a subject 
of dispute. Some think that a certain Zdros (or Ezoros, according to others) and 
Karchédon, Phoenician men, were the first founders of Karchédon. Others say Dido, 
the Tyrian, whom some historians surname Elissa, Ana, and Chartagena (or Chartigena, 
for thus the Théban papyrus has it). Other historians, again, say that it was named 
formerly Kenepolis (new city), and Kadmeia, Oinousa, Kaccabé, Origé, Chartigzna, Tarsos, 
and Byrsa, the name of its acropolis, was afterwards applied to the town itself. But 
when and from whom did this celebrated Lybian town adopt these various surnames ? 
No one can say. I have no opinion to offer; but I place before my readers, for 
the solution of these difficulties, the following papyrus, as incontestable, from its antiquity. 
It begins as follows :— 

* * * * * * 

sp ena THE earliest inscription of the Kings of Karchéddn is in the Asclépieion* at 
_-_"_ Byrsa, in Phoenician letters, upon a brazen pillar decorated with golden 
Kadmos, ornaments. It is as follows :— Kadmos, the Phcenician, having set out from 
aa Tyre with seventy vessels, according to a decree of the Tyrians, anchored 
IL. in the port of Arrhema, in Lybia, compelled by the wintry weather, and built 

“nonsos. a town called Kadmeia, which he governed during fifty years. Against whom 
i320  4nousos, nephew of Menevachés, King of Lybia, having come, conquered him 

e Appianos says that there formerly existed in the acropolis of Karchédon which was named Byrsa, a 
temple of Asclépios, superior to and richer than all others. See in the Book of the Karchédonians, Book 8, 
$180. Strabon himself agrees with Appianos in Book 17, ch. 8, p. 14. 
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he conquered them in battle by stratagem, and at the same time obtained 
XIV. possession of the city, which he called Karchédén, after himself, and ruled 

over it thirty-three years: he was a good king. Then Hannon, the son of 
%y  Karchédon, succeeded him, and, having governed during thirty-eight years, 

Exeros IV wag attacked by Azoros, the Dynastés of Lybia, with a large army, with whom 
752. he fought, and was completely overcome by him, and Karchédon destroyed, 

Karchadon 1 Which city remained a desert during thirty years. On the first year of the 
seventh Olympiad,* Karchédon, of Phcenicia, the son of Mardanos, attacked the 
Lybians with powerful forces, and conquered, in three battles, Zaras, the second 

XVII. guccessor of Azdros, and ruled over Lybia. Having then built again Karchédon, 
7. he ruled over it, and over the country of Zaras, full thirty years. After 
xvin, him Arrhachon, his son, ruled seven years. He died childless, and Hannon, 

Hanrén It his nephew, ruled over the Karchédonians seventy years. After his death, 
eis.  Phagethdn, the son of Hannon, reigned for fifty-three years. And after 

Phagethon Phagethin, Melampus, the son of Phagethdn, succeeded to the Karchédonian 
3. ~~ throne, and ruled eight years. He also died childless, and MHannén, his 
XX. maternal uncle (a man of large ideas, who built the towns towards the west 

aura and south of Lybia, in the fifth yeart of the government of Melampus), was 

684. proclaimed king by his people. Having conquered a great part of Lybia, 
Haman #nd successfully and powerfully ruled over the Karchédonians sixty whole years, 

his son Hannén succeeded to the power for two years. During his days 
xxi.  Asarachos, chief of the Lybian Nomades, attacked the Karchédonians with a 

‘ large force, and Asarachos fell in the battle before his king, and the great 
522. part of the army was slain by the Karchédonians. 

* * * * * * 

Unfortunately this precious historical fragment ends here. What it contains will 

reconcile many disputed opinions of several historians, as it will also refute many 
others. And first, concerning the time in which Karchéddn was first founded. 

Appianos says, in his writings on the Karchédonians, that the Phoenicians built that 

town fifty years before the capture of Ilion.f{ 

* 752 B.C. + 587 B.C. 

t The Phoenicians built Karchédén, in Lybia, fifty years before the capture of Ilion. Zoros and Karchédon 

were the founders of it. But, as the Romans and Karchédonians themselves think, Didé, a Tyrian woman, 

whose husband Pygmalion, a tyrant of Tyre, bad killed, and concealed the deed; but that Dido ascertained 

the murder in a dream, and set out wilh much treasure and a band of men who fled from the tyranny 
of Pygmalion, and arrived in Lybia, where Karchédon now exists. Being driven away by the Lybians, they 

requested to have a small portion of land for a habitation, as much as the skin of a bull would encompass. 

They laughed at the smallness of the demand of the Phonicians, and were ashamed to refuse so small a 
favour, and were particularly at a loss to imagine how a town could be built in so small a space; and 

desiring to see what the cleverness of the design consisted in, they agreed to give the land, and the oaths 

were exchanged. The Phenicians, having cut the skin into small strips, put them round the place where 

the citadel of Karchédon is now; and from this Byrsa is named. Eustathivs relates similar things about 
Dido and Byrsa. (See note to 12th page, §y.] But the historic Thébaic fragment relates the event otherwise. 

[See concerning it in page 9.] But I myself rather prefer the report of the Thébaic fragment, as more 

probable than the fabulous stories of the other writers. 
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But Eusebios and Syncellos, in saying that the city was called Origs* before it 
was called Karchédon, unwittingly show their ignorance. For Origd, who was living 
some years before Karchédon, having come against Zearos, successor to Kaccabé, seized 
the kingdom for his own (for he was nephew of Anousos), and destroyed Zearos, with 
all his house. 

But when LEustathios, the Annotator (§8.), says that Tarsos was also named 
Karchédon (having obtained his information from ancient annals), he speaks correctly, 
since Tarsos, having succeeded Ezords his father, named the town Tarsos. 

* Karchédén was built by Karchédon, the Tyrian, but some others say by Did6, his daughter, after the 

Trojan events, in the year 133. Before this it was named Origo. (Eusebios, in the first Discourse of the 

Annals, page 36, and in his Chronological Kanon, pages 126, 135. Edition of Amsterdam, 1658.) Georgios 

Syncellos affirms the same. See page 340, vol. I., ed. Bonn, and on pages 324 and 345. 

(§ 4.) Because Karchédon (Eustathios remarks) is the chief town of Lybia, having formerly possessed a 
colony of Phcenicians, being after the Nomades. But he says that it has a good harbour; for, being built on 

the peninsula, it is well situated: the town is famed by historians, and possessed of great wealth and power. 

Therefore Dionysios also with admiration makes frequent and enthusiastic mention of it, saying, Karchédon 

belongs to the Lybians, but formerly to the Phenicians. Karchédén, as the fable says, has been measured 

by the skin of an ox. In as many lines he thrice mentions the name of Karchédén. But they say that 

Karchédon, after being laid waste at the same time with Korinthos, was rebuilt by Cmsar, the aforesaid god 

(whose son was Sebastos), who sent there Roman colonists. 

(§ 8.) Some say also that the sacred writers intend by Tharssis (or Tarshish), not Tarsos, but Karchédon, 

situated in Africa. 

(§ y-) The story relating to the aforesaid ox is the following :— Dido, the sister of Pygmalion, daughter 

of Agénor, or of Bélos, King of the Tyrians (who was also called Elissa and Ana), having married Synchos, 

a Phoenician, lived at Tyros. Him Pygmaliou murders, for the sake of his wealth, whilst they were travelling 

together. But the murdered man revealed this event to his wife in a dream, and advises her to fly; 

because there was no trusting Pygmalion, for he preferred money to natural ties. Dido takes with her 

certain of the Tyrians, and carries off also her wealth, and comes to Lybia, but Iarbas, King of the Nomades 

and Mazikes, wished to send her away. The woman, however, requested to be given to her for money a 

portion of land which the skin of an ox could cover. Having obtained the demand, which was considered 

very small, she takes a skin, and cuts it into thin strips; lengthening it, she procured the land which was 

enclosed by the strips in length and breadth. She circumscribed a great space for the town by that 

stratagem, and thus Karchédon, belonging formerly to the Phenicians with Dido, now belongs to the Lybians. 

The inhabitants called her Dido, as some would say, murderess of her husband; and thus they calumniated 

her likewise, as being guilty of killing her husband, for the murder committed by her brother. And the 

citadel of the town, after the aforesaid story of the ox, was called in ancient times Byrsa, 

(§ 2.) It is also said that the aforementioned Iarbas, having purified the city after its foundation, called 

it in the Lybian tongue the Kzné-Polis; and it was afterwards named Karchédon. 

(§s.) Others account for the name thus:— Karchédén, the town, is derived from Karchédon, a Phanician ; 

and it was also named Kené-Polis, and Kadmeia, and Kakkabé, which signifies “ horse-headed” in the vernacular 

language. They say that from this town comes Kleitomachos, the academician philosopher, surnamed Asdrubas, 

who became a pupil of the wise Karneadés in his twenty-eighth year, a man who came to Athéns ignorant 

of the first elements, and yet attained to great learning, by the aptitude of his nature and assiduous study. 

(§¢-) Some relate this concerning Karchédén:—that the men came with Elissa, namely, with Dido, 

being occupied in digging for the foundation of a city, and finding a head of an ox, abandoned the digging, 

as if they feared labour and continual servitude, which the ox undergoes. And having dug around a palm, 

tree planted there, they discovered a horse's head, and imagining this signified leisure and food given by 

others, as even to the horses, they built in this place Karchédon, which was destitute of good water, and 
for that reason was called Kakkabé,+ as is stated above.— Eustathios, in his Annotations on Dionysios. 

+ The Thebaic Codex relates otherwise concerning the digging of the horse’s head, &c. See page 9. 
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of Mardanos, the Pheenician, having attacked the Lybians with powerful forces, conquered, 
in three battles, Zaras, the second successor of Azéros, and ruled over Lybia, and 
having built Karchédon, ruled over it, and all the country of Zara, thirty full years. 

But Did6, who was many years earlier than the aforesaid Karchédon, flying from 
her brother Pygmalion, and taking refuge at Karchédién, with her wealth, when Zoros 
was the ruler of the country, married him, and ruled over Karchédin, succeeding to the 
power immediately after his death. And Dido arrived at Karchédon shortly after the 
death of King Zoéros, to whom, on his death, in the year 888 before Christ, Dido 
succeeded, and ruled gloriously over the Karchédonians thirteen whole years, and, having 
materially benefited the Karchédonians, died heroically in a certain battle against the 
Lybians, which took place 875 years before Christ. 

From all that we have premised, we may conclude that the historians of Karchédon 
have not left correct accounts; some things they omitted, some things they transformed, 
and to some things they gave a mystical colouring. Therefore the moderns, being 
ignoraut of the true fact, left out altogether what was antecedent to Didd and Karchédon, 

attributed to Didd and Karchédon, not merely many acts which really occurred after 
their time, but also many which took place before them. Whereas we are now assured, 
by the incontestable evidence of the Thébaic fragment, that Karchédon had not a single 
founder or restorer, but many. 

What a treasure of historical truth, then, was contained in the lost part of this 
Thébaic testimony of two thousand years! which, certainly springing from the sources 
of truth, could dissipate the darkness of the ignorance of so many centuries, and 
irradiate with the light of truth the horizon of history, which some rash _ historians 
(and not a few psuedo-critics of the present age) have endeavoured by ridiculous sophisms 
to overshadow with the dark cloud of ignorance. But as it is, this most precious 
fragment, preserved to us by a miracle, hath shed sufficient light on the more ancient 
and darker portion of the history of the Karchédonian nation. 

This was discovered in the collection of the celebrated Mr. Joseph Mayer. It is 
one English foot four and a quarter inches in length, and one foot in breadth. Its 
papyrus has the colour of the sponge, and is of a kind called by the Egyptians 
ASACHAM, namely, “ beautiful-leaved.” It is written in uncial characters, and with the 
ink called by the Egyptians MErRHa, namely, “useful.” It is called caligraphically 
ASCHNALIA. ‘The whole of it is comprised in a hundred and fifty-one lines, which 
are divided into four columns, of which the first and second contain thirty-seven lines; 
the third, thirty-cight; the fourth, thirty-nine. I am able, from my knowledge of 
paleography, to state with confidence my belief that it was written shortly before the 
Christian era. 

These remarks are sufficient, 1 think, about the papyrus. My readers can see 
other particulars in its faithful fac-simile. 

Having, then, spoken what is requisite about this most remarkable Thébaic relic, 
I think it not proper to omit at present the discovery of other similar historical remains, 
which was made on the 8th of June of the present year, but select from these 
synoptically what are essential; for both of them are very interesting to our subject. 
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And, still further, Athénmos, in the third book of his Deipnosophiste, has mentioned 
Hannon in these words :— 

“El pév re sovrwy “Id€as toropet 
* * € * Xatpéro 

AcCuxato. Bledos, vatol ce ‘“Avywvos tAdvats. 

“Tf Iobas relates any of these 
* * * #* JT don’t care, 

In Lybian books and wanderings of Hannon.” 

Again: Marcianos, the Héracleitian, from the Euxine, in the epitome of Artemidoros 
and Menippos, mentions, with many others, the name of Hannon thus:—“ Also Appelas, 
the Kyrénzan; Euthymenés, the Massalistés; Phileas, the Athénian; Androsthenés, the 
Thasian; Kledn, the Sicilian; Eudoxos, the Rhodian; Hannon, the Karchédonian, wrote 
certain parts, some of all, the interior sea, and others of the navigation of the exterior sea.” 

In addition to these, Arrhianos, in his history of India, speaks thus of Hannon :— 
“Hannon, the Lybian, having come from Karchédon, sailed out of the Straits of Héraclés 
into the ocean, having on his right the Lybian coast. His voyage was directed towards 
the east during thirty-five days; and on steering towards the south, he suffered great 
tortures, through scarcity of water, and intensely hot weather, and warm streams running 
into the ocean.’ 

Nor has Aristeidés, the Byzantian, overlooked the writings of Hannon, but, having 
alighted on them, read them, as he relates in his book upon the Egyptians (see Book 
Second, page 474) the following :—‘ But the Karchédonians who sailed out of Gadcira, 
and who inhabited the deserted towns of Lybia, did not bring home that report, nor 
did they inscribe or deposit anything in the temple, but wrote quite a different and 
absurd account. I say that it is proper to publish and disseminate also this, like the 
Karchédonian princes, who inscribed letters on behalf of these in some of the public 
temples.” 

So says Aristeid¢s; but the learned Heérodotos, who travelled in Lybia, and ascertained 
many facts, and wrote very curious things, did not omit whatever the Karchédonian 
historians relate about the nations which dwell beyond the Straits of Héraclés, but gave 
to history all this, with his usual graphic simplicity. Thus even the father of history 
himself immortalises the writings of Hannon. 

“On them,” says Hérodotos, “border the Gyzantians, amongst whom a vast deal of honey is made by bees; 

very much more, however, by the skill of the natives. The people all paint themselves red, and feed on 

apes, whereof there is an inexhaustible store in the hills. Off that coast, as the Karchédonians report, lies 

an island, by name Kyrannis, the length of which is two hundred stadia; its breadth is not great, and soon 

reached from the main land, and abounds with olives and vines. There is in the island a lake, from which 

the young maidens of the country draw up gold dust, by dipping into the mud birds’ feathers smeared 

with pitch. If this be true I know not. I but write what is reported. It may be even so, however, 

since I myself have seen pitch drawn up out of the water from a lake in Zakynthos. In that very place 

T spoke of there are many lakes; but one is larger than the rest, being seventy feet every way, and two 

fathoms in depth. They let down a pole into this water, with a bunch of myrtle tied to one end; and 

when they raise it again, there is pitch adhering to the myrtle, which has the smell of bitumen, but is in 

other respects preferable to the pitch of Pieria. This they pour into a trench dug by the side of the lake: 
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And here ends this evidence, the truth of which another writer, Eustratios, affirms, 
who flourished in the fifteenth century after Christ, and composed many other annotations 
to the Periplus of Hannon, which I shall add to the Periplus, for they contain many 
things deserving of great consideration. Eustratios agrees with these writings in the 
following words :—“ Hannon built, after the foundation of Acra and Melitta, a city which 
became very productive and powerful in later times. It was built towards the sources 
of the river Salathos, on each bank. The temple of the Aphrodité Chrysoros was built 
on the hill, situated in the midst, on the night bank of the river. But at length it 
was destroyed by the Nomades tribes, and at last became a desert. But it was 
re-erected by the Autolale, who conquered the whole country, and named it Salathé, 
after the name of the river. These people built another town, named Gerrha, farther 
than Melitta, and another again at the mouth of the river Chousarios. Upon the cape 
Gennaria, which forms the harbour of the town Chousarios, a temple of the Gennartan 
Poseidon was erected. This is a building of Gennarios, a local hero, by whom the 
cape was named Gennaria. It is algo related that this town was destroyed a second 
time, and rebuilt by the Melittian Asdrubas, an enterprising man, as says the Thasian 
Androsthenés, with Diotimos, son of Metagenés, of Adramyttion, in the fifty-third book 
‘Tlavrodazév ’avayvwopdrwy’ (of Miscellaneous Readings).”’ 

And this is all that Eustratios says, which, as we see, not only agrees with 
Androsthenés, but adds more than this, from different sources, altogether unknown to 
us. Besides these assurances which he gives us about the town Melitta, Salathé, Gerrha, 
the river Chousaris, city Chousaris, and Cape Gennaria, and the hero Gennarios, after 
whom was named both the cape and temple of Poseidon erected on the cape, he also 
relates about Diotimos, son of Metagenés, an ancient historian of Adramyttion, and 
about his writings called “ Miscellaneous Readings,” and divided into eighty-six volumes, 
which are all, unfortunately, lost. 

The fact that Eustratios makes mention of Diotimos, and that Androsthenés, as 
quoted by Diotimus, gives the same testimony as that writer, encourages us in the 
belief that the author of the fragments under consideration is Diotimos, who, speaking 
about the western and eastern Lybia, and bringing as a witness Hannon, King of 
Karchédon, quotes the histories of Androsthenés for further certainty of what he writes. 
If Diotimos is the writer of the aforesaid fragment (for other of the ancient lost historians 

wrote of the Lybian nations beyond the Héraclean Straits), it is a valuable discovery.* 
Stephanos, the Byzantian, alone mentions this man (as far as I know), in two 

places of his Ethnica. First, under the name Passargadae (which he mentions in the 
65th book of Miscellaneous Readings); and, secondly, under the name (Gargara, as 
follows:— There (namely, among the Gargarians) Diotimos, the Adramyttian, taught 
letters, of whom Aratos spoke — — 

“ Aladwm Acdrmsov, ds év mérpyot xdOnrat, 

Tlacoi Tapyapéwy Bijra xai GdAda Adyar.” = 

“‘T praise Diotimos, who is sitting on the rocks, 

With the children of the Gargarians, teaching them the alphabet.” 

¢ Eleven of his Epigrams are preserved in the Anthologia Greca, p. 183, vol. IL. Ed. Jacobs. Leipzig, 1794. 
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Dion Chrysostomos says concerning the colonies of Hannon :—‘“‘ Hannon, the Karché- 
donian, makes the Karchédonians ‘Lybian, instead of Tyrians; and says that they inhabited 
Lybia, instead of Phoenicia; and that they got much wealth and great trade, and 
harbours, and many triremes, and ruled over much land and sea.” (Olaf, vol. i. Reicke. 
p- 582.) 

Stephanos of Byzantion, in his general Descriptions of Nations, has made mention 
of Hannon and his Periplus, not once, or twice, or three times, but often. And the 
reader may see the proofs in the Notes. But what need is there to speak of the 
proofs? the Thébaic Codex of Hannon itself acknowledges this, in the preface. 

Hannon says that the King of the Karchédonians dedicated his Periplus to the 
greatest god, Kronos, and to all those dwelling together in the same temple. 

“Tt was resolved by the Karchédonians that Hannon should sail beyond the Columns 
of Herakles, to build Lybiphoenician towns. He sailed, conducting his large vessels, 
seventy-seven in number, and a great many men and women, numbering thirty thousand, 
and provisions and other necessary things.” 

The testimony of the copyist Evagrios is very strong, who flourished in the first 
century before Christ :— 

“ His son having reigned fifty-three years, Melampus, son of the latter, succeeds 
to the power, but, being condemned by fate to be childless, Hannon, his maternal uncle, 
seizes the power, and reigns over the Karchédonians sixty years. He it was who, 
before his reign, built the Lybiphcenician cities beyond the Straits of Héraklés, by 
command of the Karchédonians, as his Periplus shows, which he engraved on a stone, 
in Phoenician, depositing it in the temple of Kronos, the protector of the city.” 

Also the Thébaic historical fragment strengthens more and more all the proofs, and 
contains this :— 

“After Phagethon, Melampus, son of Phagethdn, inherited the government of the 
Karchédonians, and ruled over them eight years. Having died childless, Hannon, his 
maternal uncle, a magnanimous man (who built the towns towards the western and 
southern Lybia, in the fifth year of the reign of Melampus—587 before Christ), was 
proclaimed King by the people.” 

Hannidn composed his Periplus, not in the Greek language, as some think, but in 
Pheenician, as Evagrios, Dionysios, and Eustratios testify, and dedicated it to Kronos, 
protector of the Karchédonians. And this is not a subject for contradiction; for 
Hannon, being a Phoenician by origin, and living at a period in which the Greek 
tongue was not popular, as in the days of Alexandros the Great and his successors, 
wrote in his vernacular language, and dedicated his writings to his country’s temples, 
and to his fatherland. 

And who is his first Greek translator? Evagrios says that it was Polykleitos, 
son of Melikerios, the Kyrénian. And when? At the same time (he says) in which 
Alexandros, the son of Philippos, was born, namely 356 before Christ. We believe that 
the text of the Periplus was known to other learned Greeks, before the Greek translation 
of Polykleitos. This is also stated by Dionysios, the metropolitan of Lybia, whose 
Discourses we shall presently notice. For at Karchédon itself, and in its surrounding 
barbarian towns, particularly in the Greek towns of Kyréné, there existed many Greek 
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about the different writing materials of the ancient nations and towns, which I have 
acquired by long experience and readings of ancient writings, and particularly of the 
librarians of Pergamos, Alexandria, Byzantion, and Athds, who were privately engaged 
in this, namely, of the knowledge of the manuscripts, the style of writing of every 
town, the distinction of the papyri of every Egyptian country and period, the mode 
of preparing the skins, and, besides, the ancient distinction of the ink, and the change 
by Time (arising from the different preparations of the skins and atmospheric influence) 
—this experience, I say, obliges me to believe, and say before the world, that this 
work was certainly written in the period before Christ, as is shown by its style of 
writing, which is particularly called EpigkamMos, by the papyrus, which is of Saitices 
preparation, and by the ink with which it is written (of Aléthemicean composition, and 
called Aléthemtcon). The correct style of the writing confirms my opinion, for no 
copy of this Periplus which exists in the European libraries has so many orthographic 
variations, some of which are very important, and are noted in their proper places. I 
will add the testimony of Dionysios, the metropolitan of Lybia, in his work on the 
homonymous poets and writers :— 

“Hannon was the son of Ezéros, the Karchédonian, and uncle of Melampus, 
twentieth King of Karchédon, whom he succeeded after his death (as he died childless), 
in the fourth year of the forty-eighth Olympiad (584 years before Christ), and having 
ruled sixty years over the Karchédonians, died, aged a hundred, as Charon, the 
Naucratean, and Charon, the Kyrénean, relate. Many of the ancient historians 
attributed to this King, the Periplus beyond the Straits of Héraclés. He composed 
it in the Phoenician language, and dedicated it to his paternal temple at Karchédon. 
Many others, and particularly Greeks, translated it, but principally Polycleitos, the 
Kyrénean, who translated it more carefully into the Greek language, as is judged 
from the metropolitan copy in Alexandria. This Polycleitos was contemporary with 
Aristotele. Polycleitos also composed the Archeology of Kyréné, in three books, and 
of all Lybia in thirty-four volumes. He died at Alexandria, in the second year of 
the 116th Olympiad (315 years before Christ). Besides him there existed others named 
Hannon, as the following: — First, Hannon, son of Asserymos, from Tyre, who wrote 
about the loss of the Tyrians, as Menandros, the Ephesian, says. Second, his nephew, 
who ruled over the Tyrians the tenth before Heirdmos, as Dios affirmed. Third, 
of Apamia, who was an historian, flourishing in the first Olympiad. Fourth, the son 
of Karchédén, who ruled over Karchédon thirty-eight years before the first Olympiad. 
Fifth, the son of Astartos, nephew of Arrhachos, King of Karchédin, who succeeded 
to Arrhachos in the first year of the sixteenth Olympiad, as Charon, of Naucratis, 
mentions. Sixth, the son of Hannon, grandson of Ezéros, obtained the power over 
the Karchédonians for two years, after the death of his father, Hannon, in the end 
of the second year of the sixty-second Olympiad. The seventh was the son of 
Abdémon, who flourished in the eighty-fifth Olympiad, and conquered the Lybian 
Nomades; Imilcon was his son, who was in the expedition of Hannibas against Sicily, 
in the third year of the ninety-third Olympiad. Eighth, called Hammon The Great, 
who wrote the Archeology of Lybia in the Phcenician language; he flourished in the 
fifty-seventh Olympiad. Ninth, the son of Boumilchar, a celebrated general of the 
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ANNQN KAPXHAONIOQN BACIAEYC TON 
NEPINAOYN KPONQI CEQI MEFICTXI 
KAI TOIC CYNNAOIC NACIN. “*EAOHRE Kap- 
xndovios “Avvava mre e€w rynrov 

5 “Hpakdetwy kat modes xtilew ArBudo.- 
vikwv. Kai emdevoe evrnkovtopous 
émTG Tpos TOLS Le\Eqx{ov} |ra aywr, kal a ay- 
Spav Kat YUvauKey eis d.p Bor peupia 
TpPLoV [eat our ia Klai THY anv lopacrxenip. ‘Ns 8 avayxOev- 

10 tes tas LrHhas Trapnpenpaev Kat ef 
m\ouv Suoiv TPEpaV emhevoaper, éxti- 
Taney TpwOTHV Tow, nv Twa, avop.d- 
capev @uptat|jprov,|* ev 7 Kat tepdov Bov- 
Naiov Avs iSpicaper” qediov O€ TH monet 

15 peya. virnv Kat Ba! Bd )onvov. Kazeita mpos 
éomrépav dvax€ évires éri Dooev- 
ta,+ AcBuxov GKPOTTpLor Adovov dévdpect, 
cuvnOopev. “EvOa puxpov xpolvéi; joav- 
tes Kat Toc avos ielpov emi tod eyyis 

20 Adgou iSpvo[dpjevor mah e7éBynyev 
Tpos TAvov avioVyovTa TpEpas TpEts 
Teo, apis Exopio One ets Aypynv 
ov TOppw THS OaldajtTyns KeEeypLevny, 
Kaddpou peat|ynv mloAAod Kai pely|adov’ 

25 émyoav dé Kai éX[eplavres wat adda 
Onpia. VE{LOJLEVa. Tapzroha. Thay TE 
Aipynv Tmapahhagavres Owov TpEpas: 
TOU, KaTwKicawey TOES POS ™) 
Gadarry Kadoupevas Kapucov te Tet- 

30 XOS | t Kat Turrny,§ Kal “Axpay, | kab MélAurrav, 4 
Kat “Apap.Bur'* * Kal lepa ev avtais idpv- 
Topev Tevoapa, Appavos ev Tvr- 
™, ‘Appovias €é “AKpy, Xpucoplos] év 
MeQirrp, TloAvBovaAov “AOnvias| & 

85 "Apap Bui. Kdxeibev § dvaybér[r]es 

The title which is generally prefixed to the text of Hannon is as follows: — “Aware Kapysdorioy Bacidiog 
wepimrcus (Sinynoig? Vossius) trav 6 wip ta; “HpaxAgoug Ethdag AsGuxan rie yao ptpav, oy eal dridnxsy ty te Tou Kpdrou 
tiivs, Indrccrra tats.” I think, however, that this has been inserted by the copyists, and is not part of 
the original composition. 

3. “Eos —In the copy of Eustratios, “‘"E%ofs roi¢ iv dpyn Kapxndonia:.” Same edition, read éofer, 6. Kai 
imdevst wivt. inra wpis soig fan: —This passage in the common editions occurs without the adverbs ‘: exza, 
mpic voig.” In the same edition the reading is ‘SEwdsusey,” etc. Ll. ‘Exticausey—In the MS. of Eustratios, 
*¢ axivapsy.” 13 — 15. Oupesarnpioy, iv 3 nai Babioxoy. Kar:—In the common texts the reading is, ‘‘anpacapey 
Ou wedioy 3° aitn petya Uwiiv. Karta,” etc. 18. “Evba pom. xp. nel M1. isp. iwi rou iy. Adp. 18p9:—In the text of 
Eustratios, ‘‘iv@a fasxpey Xporinayrec xporr,” etc. In our common eéiition the reading ls, “* gvOa Tlocssdawce: ispoy 
iSpurapsvs wary, etc. 21, He. wptic iyicu — In common edition, ‘instpag Hyco. 22. “Axpic ix, eto.—In the 
MS. of Eustratios, “aypi; ob txopirOnpesy Bic Aiger pasy, mal ov oropie,” etc. 23. Gadrazvonc in the common edition. 
25. "Evtivay te xal iA—'‘ivicay 2 airn. So in the Codex of Eustratios. 25. Kal 4\aa—In the common edition, 
‘Syal TaAdAa.” 28. Kat. wor: ig 7i—In the MS. ane Eustratios, ‘‘xar. wéaue wives, etc. 29. @adacen in the 
common edition. 31—35. “ApapsCur’ nat lepa payeCui. Kausi@ey, etc.—In the common Codices this passage 
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HANNON, KING OF THE KARCHEDONIANS, 

DEDICATES THE PERIPLUS 

TO THE MIGHTY GOD KRONOS, AND ALL THE GODS 

WORSHIPPED IN THE SAME TEMPLE. 

711. It seemed good to the Karchédonians that Hanndn 
should sail beyond the Pillars-of Héraclés and found cities of 
Lybipheenicians. And accordingly he sailed, taking sixty-seven 
fifty-oared galleys, and a multitude of men and women, to the 
number of 30,000, with provisions and other equipments. ’ 

{ 2. And when we had put to sea and passed the Pillars, 
and voyaged two days’ sail beyond them, we built the first 
city, which we named Thymiatérion, wherein we erected a 
temple of Zeus Boulsos, the counsel-giving; and there was a 
plain, great, and darkly-shadowed, below the city. 

{ 3. Thence setting sail to the west, we came to Soloeis, 
a promontory of Lybia, thickly covered with trees. 

q 4. After staying there a short time, and erecting a 
temple to Poseidin, on the neighbouring eminence, we sailed 
again towards the east for three days and a half, till we came 
to a lake not far from the sea, full of reeds, many and large. 
In it were elephants, and other beasts of all kinds, feeding. 

q 5. And after coasting by the side of the lake for about 
a day’s sail, we built cities by the sea-side, called the Karikon 
Teichos, Gytté, Akra, and Melitta, and Arambys. And in 
them we erected four temples, one of Ammon in Gytté, one 
of Ammonia in Acra, one of Chrysor in Melitta, and one of 
Athéné, Polyboulé, in Arambys. 

Confirmatory testimony from the unpublished work “Tug Erunxtxa” of Stepuaxos Byzantios, and Evstnation. 
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1. "Ew: «iyay—In the manuscript of Eustratios, “imi tov piyar, Astiay—In the common edition, “ Aigov.” 
3. Aihiaras — In the common edition, ‘ Acira.” 3. This passage, in the common Codices, occurs without the 
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253, Ripa svoye., amd Képync, etc.— The common Codices have “ Képrny droedoarric. "Evenpeaipipatba 3i aura ix rev 
wep.”, etc. 32. 11. pe. MawAsusayres Xpérov_ Radouseivou et awe Tovds. Elys ioeus n Aion — This passage, in the 
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6. Thence we set sail, and came to the great river 
Lixias, flowing from Lybia. On its banks nomade men, called 
Lixiate, were herding cattle. With these we made friends, 
and remained for some time, and offered sacrifices to the god 
Ammon. 

(7. Beyond these dwelt Atthiopians, altogether inhos- 
pitable, inhabiting a country abounding in wild beasts, and 
intersected by great mountains, from which they say the Lixias 
flows. All of these, especially those called Ammonians, worship 
Ammon, whom they call Ammacha in their own dialect. 
Round the mountains dwelt, it was said, men of strange shape, 
called Troglodytes, whom the Lixiate asserted to be swifter in 
running than _ horses. 

{ 8. Taking interpreters from among them, we sailed 
along the desert, towards the south, for two days, and thence 
again to the east a day’s course. There we found, in the 
recess of a gulf, a small island, having a circumference of five 
stadia, which we colonised, and named Kerné, from my daughter 
Kerné, who was the first to land from the fifty-oared galley. 
And we calculated from the voyage that the island lay in a 
straight line with Karchédon, for the distance from Karchédon 
to the Pillars, and thence to Kerné, seemed the same. 

79. Next we came to a lake, sailing up a large river 
called Chretés; here Chremetés, my maternal uncle, died 
of disease, and was buried by the river side, and a shrine 
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was erected in his honour. From this circumstance we deter- 
mined that the Chretés should be called Chremetés. The 
lake contained three islands larger than Kerné, from which, 
accomplishing a day’s sail, we came to the end of the lake, 
beyond which stretched very great mountains, full of wild men, 
clad in the skins of beasts, who cast stones and drove us off, 
preventing us from landing. 

{1 10. Sailing thence, we came to another large and wide . 
river, full of crocodiles and hippopotami. Here Astreos, the 
pilot, was killed by a crocodile, from which circumstance the 
river received its name. Thence we turned back, and returned 
to Kerné. 

7111. From this we sailed twelve days to the south, 
coasting along the land, all of which was inhabited by ADthi- 
opians, who fled from us, and would not await us. They 
spoke in a language unintelligible even to the Lixiate on 
board with us. 

712. On the last day we came to anchor near great 
mountains, thickly wooded. The timber of the trees was 
odoriferous, and variegated. 

{ 13. Having sailed round these for two days, we came 
to a vast opening of the sea, on the other side of which, 
towards the land, was a very shady plain, whence we saw 
fire issuing, at intervals, in all directions, sometimes more, 
sometimes leas. 

14. Having taken in water, we sailed thence straight 
forwards, until we came to a great gulf, which the interpreters 
said was called Hesperou Keras (the Horn of the West). In it 
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KES évéBaddov eis THY Oadarrav. 
‘H yn 8 wd Oéppns aBatos Fv. Tayv 
ouv Kaxelev poBybevres are )ev- 
Taper, TeTTapas 8 neepas dpepope- 
vol, VUKTOS THY yav see ed ddo- 
vos peoTHY ev perw i HAiBarov TU 
TUp; TOV aw | ed GITTOPEVOV, 
as €O0KEL, TOV doTpav. Tovro 8 7pépas 
dpos eédaivero péyotov, Bewv "“Oynpa* 
Kahovpevov. T[pt}ratou & éxeiBey [svp]d- 
els pUaKas Tapamhevoavtes 

dpuxdpela [ets KoAmov Norov Képast )e- 
yopevov. “Ev be ™ pLvy@ vnToS HY, 
éolxvia 7 mpary, hip[ynv] exovoa’ Kat & 
TaUTy ynoos HV érép[a, pelory dvOparrev a- 
yplav. Tlodv b€ Thelous hoav _Yuvaixes, dacetat 
Tos THpacw Gs ob éppnvees exa- 
Aouy Topth\vas. Auixovres 5€ avdpas 
peev ova Bei oul K 7 Our Onpev, 
ahha mavres e&épuyov Tas X€lpas 
pov, kpnpvoBaras ovTes Kal Tots 
TréT pots _Gpuvdpevor yuvaikas de 
Tpets at dSdxvovoat TE Kat omapar- 
Tovoat Tovs ayovt[as ouvlk Oedov emrerOa. 
“Amoxteivavtes pev Tor avtas e€- 

1. "Hy ptyadn—'‘isti pesyadn” in the MS, of Eustratios. 2. @adrarradng— barazceine” in the common MSS. 

MS. of Eustratios. 
33. "AAA warts iZiguyoy ra¢ xEipac fyssy, xpxue.—In the common MSS. this passage stands thus: ‘' ana 
poiv ‘siguyoy, xpncvolaras,” etc. 

19. A’ tv inlB.—"*? ios 418.” in the MS. of Eustratios. 26. ‘‘Nisée iors”—so in the 

Wavrec 

* “@EON “OXHMA, “Opo¢ AiCing psiyiorcy MAMMA ‘AOPAL xadouptror ‘syxapin denn, Se wip wapa Kacrop siparas 

yy papapatvor. TS rowiniy @soynpaire,” 
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was a large island, and in the island a lake, like a sea, and in this 
another island, on which we landed; and by day we saw 
nothing but woods, but by night we saw many fires burning, 
and heard the sound of flutes and cymbals, and the beating of 
drums, and an immense shouting. Fear therefore seized on 
us, and the soothsayers bade us quit the island. 

115. Having speedily set sail, we passed by a burning 
country, full of incense, and from it huge streams of fire 
flowed into the sea; and the land was inaccessible, because of 
the heat. 

116. Being alarmed, we speedily sailed away thence also, 
and going along four days, we saw by night the land full of 
flame, and in the midst was a lofty fire, greater than the 
rest, and seeming to touch the stars. This by day appeared 
as a vast mountain, called THEON OCHEMA (the Chartot of the 
Gods). 

(17. On the third day from this, sailing by fiery streams, 
we came to a gulf called Norou Keras (the Horn of the 
South). 

| 18. In the recess of the gulf was an island, like the 

former, containing a lake, and in this was an island, full of 
wild men. By far the greater number were women, with 
rough hairy bodies, whom the interpreters called Gorillas. 
And when we pursued them, we could not catch any of the 
men, who all escaped our hands, being climbers of preci- 
pices, and defending themselves with stones. But we took 
three women, who bit and scratched those who led them, 
and would not follow. So we killed and flayed them, 

+ “NOTOT KEPAY, xiAwos tic iowtpine Alin: peiyiorrec, iy o nal vio; MAPPA xal dium iy ra view, naib vege 
iy tn igen @APPA Papddday nai PopsdAay iuwdsmc, § nal “Anew woctuske wai rptic curidale trav xateiner é rewirac 
Novexspatatns.” 

“Taxi Qt nal iv spay tadray baduway 6 “Amen, gilou irene, canines viv fwtipey iwi ticwapac nyspac, fo wep 
tapa Mata VATS PAtyopetrny warraxsOev, Ev ti +» pice bweppatyebec wup itipoy, Umepiyey Tan addon. 'Edsas yap reve 
dwricGa: tay Tel vipard drripay. Kal revo fat Taavrey iv wari iwoes Oiay natawAnxringy, ‘Ev 34 ty syelps ips 
ipairsto avti swupo¢ piyio-roy Wavtoy, 0 ual MAMMA ‘AOPAL by enpees gem nadsitai, Ono 6 Kaotep, tara: Th Tewre tigsiy 

ippenvtusssver WEQN “OXHMA.”— EYTITPATIOZ. 

‘*"EvravOery ouv tpsic its husizas wipwrsioas é "Avvey pranag wypstiss, ag.xO0 sc xéawe tia "EABXOIA MEPAI 
narousevey, Teutiors NOTOY KEPAS. “Eccs ¥ iv ta iam we Tt: néAwev vaio a¢ ™ «para wapaw daria iyeuzse nai vee nai 
igevav by aura, &, rire, nai dvépawas i my paste dyplen, ev Te WAL TOY paipes neay yurains; xe 36 +a capa Basi Edoc, Trav 
32 gem Casta nai dsunte Te wapaway. “Exadsire 36 iws trav ipunviey 73 pate afer Turan yives Tagpadhes, v8 
24 Guam opiAAas, © Eppenveres TF: pady wparroy avdpigsoppes, 18 8s Berraper yuvainigseppos. Tovidate 3) in van 
arsperssppay router Tier 6 “Anay evdiv, xaitos Wor, se izresei, pox Oncac’ Roar yas, Gari, mpasvecatas nal reic witpesc 
dpuripsras, wpses; 3a xa. raxvwedec wav. Puvainepeeppous Bi tptic ~euraler, as dxsarsivac if€stepe Ud re Vanrey nai 
ewaparTny Tuc dyorrac aura, mai pon Oedssy dusdrovbeir arog. Tac TF Bapac bucpasoey 0; Kapystia, &: nataganic wuarac 
wasw, bvidexe mai tavtac civ te wapiwdw aires iy re ves Keim isp. “Ewdeurs Os 6 “Anew muita cacte wpeewripy 
ndapac ors ta apie arpepiy imratua iftkuwe aite."— EY ITPATIO“. 
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édeipapevy Kat Tas Sopas é[xopicapey eis 
Rapyyiiva. Ov yalp ere erlheioapev 
Tporwrépw Tov oitilwly nas éme- 
Aurovrav" 

5 KAPXHAQN Mapddvov 6 Doing Kapynddva 
Ktioas, éBacihevoev aurns ereat A’. Tovro 
be ylyveran Tals “APpaxov éK Gdppas YUPALKOS, 
Os Kal THY apy[7ny] trapéhaBe TV Tra puRTY. Od- 
Tos d€ ereoy |Z’ ap€as, Kai air jaus amofavav eis “Av[vov]a 

10 TOV ddehpboiv adikeTo 7 dpx7. Tiyveras de 
Kai TovTw tats Dayelwv, @ kat THY px di- 
dace Tehevrijoas. Hp€e Sé oftos éreaw O’. ‘O Se 
Tovrov traits NI” Baowevoas, Meddpl[zovs 6] rov- 
Tou mais thy [apxn|y exSexeran, ov pahuora d:yovov 

15 7 Tenpapey|y kjaradaBovoa* "Avvev © pos pN- 
Tpos Oetos thy apxny _KaTdoxel, Kat Kap- 
Xndovicar | apxe. ereow Bi “Korte be alurés ov]ros 
6 Kat tas AtBudowixwy médes Tas vmép 
tas ‘Hpakdei[ov]s ormjdas mporto[v Bacrre}ioas KTi- 

20 cas Kapyndoviev Undiopart, [kaa - yle Kat O 
aepimous aurou d7nAov TovTO trou et: ov emt diPov] x[a- 
pagas ypappace P[or}ixuxots év T@ Tou 1T0- 
Avouxou Kpovov lep@ qvenke Kat ov 
Tlohvxheuros Meuxepiou O Kupy[va]vos ava- 

25 -yvods, efedhyvuce Tparos, [kai Tots "E]AAn- 
ou ddduxe, kal? bv ypdvov 6 Tod Pidimmov 
"AdeEavdpos ér€xOn- Tepuruxav 
de diroypapov TOUTOU Evaypwos Eva- 
ypiou O Mvyiovos, Tpva. én[ovy|oaro amroypapa. 

30 vme_p “Emysdyou “Apioray| dpov] "ANeLavdpe- 
av apxovros,t Kal daipov [mpoo }jveyxey, 
evyvapoowwns EVEKA, TW TPIT 
even THS PITB "Ohupmuddos. 

8. Zricy—In the common MSS. ‘citay.” 183. "Hee eirrog iveciy inte, naa 6 OnGaindc gnos wivat (cpa ty 
osnids 10) xal Ovparsec nai Oriwrpa ros iv 3% pig To Osdwopewor Tey vir alToy imirroan (a) éxdobsion ty ‘Odnccxs ta 1854 tv 
‘ay fat rips cuAdoyn Tan dvexdoray ‘EAAnnixaY Tawvpay” ves Kadduvixoy ‘Tapopaord xv. +30. Ts "Ewipays tovre nysipay 
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‘* pasvat aexn alrov, yaa Wguorn uai (sour sian ual yu- 
‘* pavacionn, 0 Siieog sytigns suyrepeooume Erma. 
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and took their skins to Karchédon, for we sailed no farther, 
our provisions running short. 

4 19. Karchédin the Pheenician, son of Mardanos, founded 
Karchédon, and reigned over it thirty years. He had a son 
by his wife Tharrha, named Arrachén, who succeeded to the 
throne of his father. He reigned seven years, and on his 
dying without issue, the kingdom devolved on his nephew 
Hannon. His son was named Phagethon, to whom he gave 
the kingdom at his death. He reigned seventy years, and 
his son fifty-three years, when Melampus, son of the latter, 
succeeded. Fate having removed him without leaving issue, 
his maternal uncle, Hannén, took possession of the kingdom, 
and ruled over the Karchédonians sixty years. He it was 
who, before reigning, founded the Lybipheenician cities beyond 
the Pillars of MHéraclés, as his Periplus shows, which he 
engraved on stone in Phonician, and deposited in the temple 
of Kronos, the protector of the city, and which Polykleitos 
of Kyréné, son of Melikerios, read and first translated into 
Greek, and published among the Greeks, about the time when 
Alexandros, the son of Philippos, was born. Evagrios, the 
Mygisian, son of Evagrios, meeting with a copy of it, made 
three transcripts for Epimachos, son of Aristagoras, Archon of 
Alexandria, and presented them as a gift in return for his 
generosity, in the third year of the 182nd Olympiad, (te, 
B.C. 50). 

(a), “Exus 8d va rig imsorentc odt:— 

“Qebwomee Cromiume vie guitare yaipny. ‘Ey ply, 3 rinver, oidiv wapl trav Tae Kapyndives Bnacray oft" daplac 
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SOME ACCOUNT OF A GOLD BREAST-PLATE. 

TAKEN FROM AN EGYPTIAN MUMMY CASE, 

AND NOW IN THE COLLECTION OF ANTIQUITIES OF JOSEPH MAYER, Esy., F.S.A. En 

BY 

KONSTANTINOS SIMONIDES, Pu. D. 

(READ 91tu MAY, 1861, 

“TleperoOnré pot pire xipre Cipwvrldn, 

‘“"Avéyvoy “EAAnuort éy ro ESddpw apiOpp rood AITEAOY rév BYZANTINON AAQN” 
tis 16 "lavvovapiov rod ~xovs 1862, épunveiay xpvoov rivds Baodixod Alyvtsiaxov émorniov, 

kal evxaptornOny wimepBadrAdvrws, ws xal Gmavres ol Piror. "Hdn 3% eriOvps tva pddw. 

dav e£e360n wat "AyyAtort 7 airiy épunveia, wal év roiq epnpeplds, wal €dyv emexpidn. "Eri 
82 day cyp(ovrat wapa col airdypapo: émorodal, 1 ocvdAdcyn ms Unoypapev ray éemorpwr 

dvipay rns ‘AyyAlas, xal xupiws rod viv émioxdzov rot Aovdivov, rod Kupiov Owpa Oipiydtov 

(Thomas Wright), rod Kvplov ‘PoSdéprov Kovpowvos (R. Curzon), xat rod mpd juxpod 

reAXeurjcavros Tewpyiov <Acoviciov (Sir G. Lewis), xal dav 3} dvuvardy amoxtnoat xq’ ye 

autéypapov rovrwy, dirt apo modAod AOpol(w ra rotatra, cai 7Opoica wodAAa. ‘Tyiawe 

Aotwov cai afiwody pe beorixov dzavtycews. ‘O xopsoris ris mapovons pov xowds gidos 

‘TAaplwy eyxetpices cor evdpeotra ris Xpdpyns yAvuclopara, & «al xarecxevacey 7 vedws 
MeAzopdyn. “Ev Spupyyn ti 28 NewreuSpiov rod érovs 1863. 

“"O ads @idos cai cAos ampobvpos els ras d:arayds cov 

** TAPOENIOS.” 

¢ Vide “Transactions of the Historic Society cf Lancashire and Cheshire,” new series. Vol. i., Session 
1860-61, pp. 305—310. ‘ErratSa & imypaga iy cites “On a Gold Plate, embossed with Hieroglyphics, 
in the Museum of J. Mayer, F.S.A. etc. By C. S., Ph. D., etc. ete., etc.’ 

“THE HISTORIC SOCIETY. 

“ Last evening, Mr. Mayer, of Lord Street, Vice-President of the Historic Society, gave his usual conversazione 

to the members and friends, on the close of the Session. A numerous and fashionable company, including 
the officers of the various literary and scientific societies of Liverpool, accepted Mr. Mayer's invitation, and 
soou after seven o'clock every room of his splendid museum of antiquities, etc., in Colquitt Street, was filled 
with the guests. Each apartment was brilliantly illuminated, and every facility afforded for inspecting the 
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TlapOeviy Siwvldns wAciota xaipecv. 

Td é@mordAtoy cov erédwxé pot 6 plrraros jyuGy “IAapiwy éx [apicioy xbés éd\Owv, dowep 

kat ra dapa d¢amep xai ebyaptoré co. ‘H 8 perddpacis rod emornBiov é£ed66n Kat 
’"AyyAtor! év rois érnoiows ovyypdupact ris toropuis ératpias. "Exes 8% atrn de :— 

THE Museums of Europe have been enriched by a vast number of Egyptian treasures, 
brought from that country into the west, from time to time; and though the specimens 
which have been thus imported are so numerous, too many lie forgotten and unnoticed 
on the now deserted floors of the wilderness cities, once the most magnificent in ancient 
Egypt. And it is very probable that many antiquities of the highest interest still 
lie thus hidden in the earth, for the wrecks of ancient Egyptian greatness have ever 
been found thus buried. These records (as far as we are at present acquainted with 
them) embrace, first, matters concerning the religious and political government of the 
state; and, secondly, those connected with the customs and usages of the various towns. 
Others, again, relate to the history of illustrious men, and even of private individuals. 
And not a few of them are full of sententious utterances, which exhort to all kinds 
of learning, and of virtue. Some of these writings are executed upon papyrus, and 
some upon stones; some upon linen, and some upon wood; some upon different metals, 
as brass, silver, gold, and alloys of these; and some, again, upon fragments of earthen 
vessels, and urns of baked clays. The greater part of. the inscriptions are in hiero- 
glyphics, but some in the demotic, and some in the hieratic characters. A most 
precious specimen of this class of antiquities is in the possession of Mr. Mayer, valuable 
alike from its material, which is pure gold, and from the intrinsic interest of its 
contents. It is a plate, 1 foot 10 inches long by 7% inches wide, of the thickness 
of a sheet of cardboard, and has embossed upon it hieroglyphics emblematic of divinity, 

— ae eee 

valuable collection of works of art, ancient MSS., and illuminated volumes, together with rare curiosities of 

our own and other lands, ete., etc. 

“Mr. J. E. Hodgkin then read a translation of a Paper by Dr. Simonides, relating to a Gold Breast- 

plate, now in Mr. Mayer’s Museum, but which had been taken from a mummy case, at Thebes. The 

plate is 1 foot 10 inches long by 73 inches wide, is of pure gold, and is covered with hieroglyphics, embossed 

upon it. The interpretation of these hieroglyphics, as given by Dr. Simonides, shows that the Egyptians 

of the period to which the plate belonged had very correct and advanced ideas upon the subject of the 

immortality of the soul, and that they firmly held the belief that the body would be raised and exist in an 

incorruptible state in a future world. The person for whose mummy case this breast-plate was executed 

seems to have been a General of Upper Egypt, but no further information can be gained about him. The 

interpretation of the apophthegm embossed on the plate was illustrated with a variety of remarks by Dr. 

Simonides, confirmatory of the opinion expressed as to the enlightened views of the ancient Egyptians — that 

the body should rise again, and, with the soul, live for ever, thus teaching the primary truths of the Gospel. 

The doctor also enlarged upon the assistance which their writings afforded to Greek philosophers. 
“Mr. Craig Gibson proposed and Mr. A. C. Newton seconded a vote of thanks to Dr. Simonides, for 

his Paper, and to Mr. Hodgkin, for the translation of it. 

“Mr. Mayer having thanked the company for their attendance, hoping it would not be the last time 
he would have the pleasure of seeing them there, the party broke up.”— The Liverpool Mercury, Friday, May 
10, 1861. 

“THE HISTORIC SOCIETY. 

“Last evening, being the night of the closing meeting of the Session, Mr. Mayer invited the members 

of the society, and a number of friends, to assemble at his Museum, in Colquitt Street. There was a large 
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and of life and death. It was found in a mummy case of some General of Upper 
Egypt. What his name was I know not, for the émorj@ov, as the plate is called, 
does not enable us to determine it. But it is likely that the mummy case contains 
the particular apophthegm of the general instead of his name (as was the custom 
among the Egyptians). If we had, then, a copy of the apophthegm, we could easily 
make out what sort of a man he was, and when he flourished; but I am not without 
hope that Mr. Mayer, who is so zealous in the pursuit of antiquities, may have a copy 
procured of the inscription referred to, which is still preserved in Egypt; and, also, of 
all the sacred writings which are inscribed in the case; for who knows, if this course 
be pursued, what historical truths we may not discover, which may reveal errors of 
historians of the present age. As, however, we unfortunately have not yet this 
information in our possession, let us commence by simply interpreting the symbolical 
writing on the breast-plate which lies before us. 

Interpreted, the symbols read thus:—“ Having been clothed with manhood by the 
Divine Power, I despised death often; and having become at last a suppliant for 
true wisdom, and having participated in it, I contemplated the might of Night and 
of Day, and of Death and of Life. And, therefore, among the living I remain, immortal, 
and my dust, fashioned by Phthal, though corruptibly, yet of incorruptible clay, is 
watched by Heavenly guardians, till the time when it shall again become, not this 
time the corruptible, but the incorruptible abode of an immortal creation.” 

Thus runs the interpretation of the symbolical writings; but the sense, being entirely 
metaphorical, must be elucidated in order to be thoroughly understood. 

“Having been clothed with manhood by the Divine Power,’ — that is, having been 
arrayed with power by God, I often despised the inevitable dangers which threaten 
our lives. For who that believes in the living God can dic? None. Here the faith 
of this man in God is seen; and not in this record alone, for in all the Egyptian 
monuments, reverence to God is manifest. “And having become at last,” etc., etc. — 
that is, that first, while leading a military life, and always putting his trust in God, 
he despised the dangers of battle when engaged with his enemies, and afterwards, when 

attendance of ladies and gentlemen, and after the innumerable objects of interest in the Museum had been 

examined, Mr. Mayer was called to the chair, and delivered an address on ‘The Art of Lithography, or Engraving 

on Stone.’ After thanking his numerous audience for their presence, he spoke of the different ancient nations 
who possessed a knowledge of the art, the more important of whom, with the exception of the Greeks, were 

well acquainted with it, and carried it to great perfection. He referred to the different styles prevalent 
amonyst the different peoples, and singled out particular signets, etc., belonging to celebrated individuals of 

ancient times. After the age of Augustus, however, the art of engraving on stone declined, and its revival 

did not take place until the middle of the fifteenth century. Speaking of the great value of particular 

signets, he referred to one for which the Empress Josephine gave two thousand francs. His own collection 
contained many valuable specimens. Lieutenant-Colonel Brown proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Mayer. 

He was sure that it gave them great pleasure to be there that evening; and, after passing a bigh eulogium 

upon Mr. Mayer, for his industry in collecting such a vast number of interesting objects, and the good that 

had accrued from it, he had the pleasure in proposing a vote of thanks to his excellent friend, Mr. Mayer. 
Dr. Hume seconded the motion, and thanked Mr. Mayer especially on bebalf of the Historic Society. He 

announced that the annual excursion of the Society would soon take place. Mr. Hodgkin then read a Paper, 
by Dr. Simonides, upon ‘A Gold Breast-plate, found upon an Egyptian Mummy.’ Mr. Gibson proposed a rote 
of thanks to Dr. Simonides and Mr. Hodgkin, referring to the former gentleman's attainments in literature. 

The vote was unanimously awarded.”"— The Daily Post, Liverpool, Friday, May 10, 1861. 
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he had left this arduous career, in his intercourse with the wise he became truly 
enlightened, and perceived the real powers of Nature. For to the light (that is, the 
Sun), and to the darkness (that is, the Moon), the Egyptians ascribed the cause of the 
Creation and Destruction of all corruptible things, as well as of the incorruptible body ; 
and they called both these luminaries “ordained agencies.”” Thus, then, being instructed 
by the power of Reason, he became acquainted with the force which rules in Nature, 
that is to say, he understood that there is one God, who created all things, who 
preserves all things, and who maintains the universe in harmony. Having learned 
these things, and having faith in God, he obtained immortality, his spirit being taken 
to rank with the immortals. ‘And my dust,” says he, that is, my body, which 
(Phthai) @@at (evidently Anuiovpyds, the Creator) fashioned corruptibly (for corruptible is 
all creation), of incorruptible clay, ze. of the elements of the earth (for this is incorruptible 
and eternal, all that is made from it returning to it again) is watched by heavenly 
guardians, that is, is guarded by those elements from which it proceeded, until its 
spirit, which was abiding with the immortals, returns to it, and then it will become 
the immortal dwelling of an immortal creation. He evidently believes that his body 
shall be raised again at a future day, and that the immortal spirit shall return to it, 
and him with it to all eternity. 

From this last paragraph we have abundant evidence that the Egyptians, who also 
taught metempsychosis, were persuaded that those who lived virtuously should rise from 
the dead, both soul and body, and should live for ever. 

And so they taught truth, even the truth of the Gospel. From the nation which 
became the teacher of the lawgiver of the Hebrews (as Scripture affirms)*—I mean of 
the prophet Moses, the author of the Pentateuch, was likely to have some correct 
notions about God and the immortality of the soul. “He,” says the high priest of 
the god Chemma Malchis (Xeupa, Mddxis), son of Schethis (Sx¢@s), “is our ruler; he 
is our guardian; let us therefore love him from our heart, and those gods also who 
dwell in the same temple, and let us worship them with the unfeigned homage of our 
hearts, and in this we shall always be honoured and esteemed.” + Thus also the Apostle 
Paul preached to the Athenians, saying to them, “In whom we live and move and have 
our being, as certain also of your own poets have said, for we are also His offspring. 
Inasmuch, then, as we are the offspring of God, we ought not to think that the Godhead 
is like unto gold, or silver, or stone, graven by art and man’s device.”{ Arethas is 
the poet (quoted by Paul), who, being in Egypt, and being taught for a considerable time 
by the Egyptians, obtained many correct views, which he translated into Greek, and gave 
to his countrymen. The purity of the doctrine of the Egyptians as to the omnipotence 
of God is attested, not only by the words of the high priest Malchis, but also by 
many other apophthegms of the priests, and especially by the following inscription, 
which is written, generally, near the god Ammon, in hieratic characters, and which, 

* “And Moses was learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians, and was mighty in words and in 
deeds."—Acts vii. 22. 

+ Vide “A Brief Dissertation on Hieroglyphic Letters,” pp. 12—39. By K. Simonidés, 

¢ Vide Acts xvii. 28. 
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being interpreted, runs thus:—“I am the inward and self-begotten, I bring forward 
invisible things from the invisible world into light by a word both to have beginning 
and existence: all things visible and invisible are by my word, by which also are 
upheld all “things corruptible.”* The spirit breathed by this sentence differs in no 
respect from that of the Sacred Writings, for it ascribes the existence of all things 
to one God, eternal, invisible, and self-begotten, whom the Egyptians specially called 
"Auudw xat Qayaad (Ammao and Thamaa). 

The Egyptian nation, then, held similar doctrines to the above, and especially 
insisted that the god Thothis (evidently the Word of God) enjoins all mortals to 
worship God the Maker of all; and their attention was directed rather to the future 
than to mortal affairs.t 

I could still further elucidate the foregoing apophthegm, but this will suffice for 
the present. When, at some future time, I revert to the subject, it will be in greater 
detail. 

We must warmly congratulate Mr. Mayer, the lover of antiquity, on his possession 
of this treasure, from which we have elicited some important matters hitherto unknown. 

It will be seen by the preceding remarks that the Egyptian remains afford great 
interest, especially on subjects connected with ethics, and that they may be rendered 
extremely useful to literature, if properly interpreted. 

These truths the noble Platon, and Pythagoras before him, with Anaxagoras, and 
others of the ancient sages, acknowledged, and they became what they were by 
appropriating the spirit of these writings. The Egyptologers of our time publish 
continually bulky volumes of reproductions of Egyptian writings, but they throw no 
further light upon the matter than to tell us, “This is @@at (Phthai); this is Ammon; 
this is Osiris— Osiris and nothing more.” They say that all the records of the Egyptians 
contain nothing but proper names; and they give lengthy and laughable catalogues of 
these names; but the symbolical they seem entirely ignorant of, and neglect totally. 
Mey we be preserved from the errors of such men (who conceal and disguise the truth 
as they think fit), and may we be enabled to gain a clear knowledge of the mystery 
of the early ages of the world, over which the Almighty power reigns supreme. And 
so to the Creator and Governor of all, be glory, now and for evermore! 

* Vide “Tho Mezmxoy,” p. 25. 

¢ Chenophis, son of Horus, and a native of Panopolis, says, in his Book of Sacred Apophthegms, that the 

sentence which we have been discussing was often quoted by Thonsohis, sister's son of Smendix, the King 

of Egypt, the first of the twentieth dynasty (according to Manethon, of Sebennytos), who also reigned as viccroy 

of the Thebaic thirty-two years. Uranius, of Alexandria, Manethon, of Alexandria, and Charon, of Naucratia, 

make the same statement. 
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Ka) ivyrat@e paiv naradnya & "AyyAind rev imiorabion psragpacte. ‘Emiorodai 8i ceilorra: wap’ tot ob patron, @Y ov 

avapigae ty ra imoroaS cou reecdpey dvdpan, GAAa nal GAAa: aAAwy bmichuwy dvdpay tic “Eowecing Eipawac wipl wavrolers 
iwedictay wpaypativijstvat, Se wap xal oun Griyas vin inystripay. Kal [ob Bdepsl cos wxparoy ivrowec To xsluney tEcrdran 

imorrokan raw ov onpsisic avdpav, Td Si suecdypager altar iyyepioss wo 6 xovee iady gidoc “Iacloy, Swag dwapricnc tiv 
guaddeyay cov. “Exes 88 % rou viv imicxcwou Aevilvou imioroAn tov Se xiv Tpéwor:— 

“ Furpam Parace, S.W., January 21st, 1863. 

‘‘Srr,—I beg to acknowledge with thanks the copy of the Fac-similes of the portions of St. Matthew's 

Gospel, etc., edited by you, which you have been so good as to send me. 

“ Believe me, 

“Yours faithfully, 

“ Dr. C. SOMONIDES.” “A. C. LONDON. 

‘H Ui rod dsyerizroy xai wodvgaboue Srk G. CorneEwaLL Lewis ix #3::— 

“ Kenr Hoose, KnicuTspriver, July 1lith, 1862. 

“Srm,— Pray accept my best thanks for the interesting publications which you have had the kindness to 
send me. I rejoice to find that you are not inclined to receive the doctrines and interpretations of the 

Egyptologers with the undoubting faith which has been generally accorded to them, and I trust that you may 

be able to accomplish your design of collating Greek authors whose writings throw light upon the true meaning 
of the hieroglyphic character of Egypt. 

“TI remain, Sir, 

‘‘ Ever yours faithfally, 

“Dr. ConsTaxTINe SM0NIDES.” “G. Cc. LEWIS. 

‘H 38 re Kupiovu THomas WRIGHT stpixes trade :— 

“14, Sypnzy Srreet, Brompton, S.W., 

“ Wednesday Evening. (Nov. 20, 1860, Post mark.] 

“My Dear Sm,— Besides sending me the description of the wash for bringing up the Palimpsest in the 

MS. of Uranius, will you be so good as send me, to-morrow, a copy of the title, consisting of the first words 

of the Palimpsest itself, as it will be useful to me in something I am going to write. And also could you 
give me a copy of the passage from Stephanus Byzantinus, in which he speaks of Uranius, and his work. 

This latter would save me having to go into town, to the British Museum, to make the reference. 

“TI am perfectly convinced of the genuineness of the Manuscript of Uranius. 

“JT am, my dear Sir, 

“Very faithfully yours, 

“ Dr. C. SmronmDeEs.” “THOMAS WRIGHT. 

‘H 3b rou Kuplou “PoCiprou KovgQavee ypapes tade:— 

“624, ARLINGTON STREET, LoxDON, 

“ August 13th, 1862. 

“Dear Sm,—I am very much obliged for the curious and very interesting books which you have been 

good enough to send me, and which I found, on my arrival in town, on Monday, though I had not leisure 

to look at them till yesterday. Mr. Mayer is fortunate in having so able an historian of his wonderful 
collection. 

“T am, Sir, 

‘Yours very faithfully, 

“R. CURZON.” 
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Wes 2 byes Megs om nal dripay irisey copey “Ayydou rie ific:— 

“ Corrsoiutx InstitcTion ( LrverPoor), 
“October 31st, 1860. 

“Dean Sm,—I should have thanked you long ago for your kind and valuable presents, but that I 

mislaid your address when the first parcel came, and I was not able to recover it till the other day. I have 
to thank you for returning my copy of the Malarw. 

“Your very faithful and much obliged, 

“J. S. HOWSON.” 

Tpig vavras 29 xsleBe nal bh ific re ypappariog tic by AwNre ‘Aciarinnc “Eraiplac atA. Kupiou BE. Nospic lov. 

“ForREIGN Orricz, 22nd January, 1863. 

“Srm,—I return my best thanks for the valuable work which you have so kindly presented to me. I 

promise myself much pleasure in the perusal of your interesting dissertations, and in the examination of the 
beautifully executed fac-similes which they illustrate. 

‘*[ am, Sir, your most obedient humble Servant, 

‘To Da. Constantine SIMoNIDEs.” “EDWIN NORRIS. 

EL 32 CodAn nal Tiv Tou gsAiAARveG Kal Umegpdyeu Tic “EAAnuats ‘Exndagiag Neidov & 2 ier: — 

(SacxvinLe Cotitece, East GrinsTep. } 

(London, Feb. 8, 1862, Post mark.) 

“Dean Sm,—I om truly glad to know where I may address you. I wrote to you, as the enclosed 
envelope shews, long ago, but the letter was returned as not finding you. 

“I do thank you most sincerely for your magnificent present, which I have read with the very deepest 

interest. And I[ thank you also for your kind expression of feeling towards myself. 

“ Perhaps you will accept, as a humble mark of gratitude, a small volume I have just published — 
Translations of Eastern Hymns. 

“TI remain, dear Sir, your obliged and faithful Servant, 

“J. M. NEALE.” 

Tigss 7H vou Naidou 88 dvdyreds xai sydiny axv 3a:— 

“ Drarron Grove [ Lonpon), 
July 22nd, 1862. 

“Dean Sm,— Pray accept my best thanks for the copy of your very curious and interesting work on the 
valuable Papyri which you discovered in Mr. Mayer's collection, and also for your Dissertation on Hieroglyphic 
Letters, which I shall read with much interest. 

‘“ Believe me, dear Sir, yours faithfully, 

“WwW, C. TREVELYAN." 

"Ew, wasase 38 ravrac Bdeous cou nal pricy ix tov ru Sm THomas Puiiiirps, Bart., riv ific. 

* Mimpie Hair, 22nd October, 1854. 

“My Dzar Sin,—I have received the Paper, and am sorry you did not bring Eulyrus to Middle Hill. 

I should prefer buying that book and Symais and Byzantis to the -Eschylus. It will answer your purpose 

better to bring such MSS. as Eulyrus, Charon, and Laostefos, and other such books, than Hesiod, -Eschylus, 
Palwphatas, which we have already. I much regret I cannot go over to the Continent and see your Library, 

because it would give great pleasure to seo what you have. If you could bring them to England next year 

I should be very glad. 

“TI have much pleasure in sending your Pedigree or [Metsdcyis, and you can correct the errors for your 

own use. I wish you would send me a catalogue of all the Greek MSS. you have at Athens; and wishing 

you a safe return to England, 
“TI remain, dear Sir, yours truly, 

“TT, PHILLIPPS. 

“Pp. S3.—I wish you would send me complete copies of the two newspapers which I saw here, one about 

the Monastery, and the other about Ismail.” 
G 
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‘Hptpovcia Tayudpéuew rig Birmingham, xal ty cpa xal iy mm 360 werd: rou Maispeiou Katenec. ‘H &f Yuripa iv 

reig Tic “* Babuc Xpomxcic” SnpeorssOsica re 1862 Maprion 138m ioriy Ste: — 

“THE SIMONIDES CONTROVERSY. 

(The Bath Chronicle, Thursday, March 13, 1862.) 

“ Baron Humboldt declared that Simonides was ‘an enigma,’ and no doubt had sufficient reasons for 

his declaration; he might also have added that Simonides was a marvel, for never did any man possess in 

so extraordinary a degree the faculty of setting people by the ears, of provoking dissension, and of creating 

strife. No matter in what country or among what people M. Simonides makes his appearance, he is instantly 

involved in a fray. He has visited at various periods nearly all the capitals of Europe, and in each his 

name is remembered in connection with some fierce dispute or desperate quarrel. From his earliest youth 

it has ever been the same. He first appeared in Athens, bringing with him a chest full of MSS., obtained 

according to his statements, in Mount Athos, where he had been residing in a monastery with his uncle. 

A meeting of Greek professors was at once called to inspect them, and almost before Simonides had breathed 
the Athenian air, he had driven all the learned doctors of the Greek capital to the verge of distraction, and 
had incited them to a quarrel so fierce that it is waged down to the present day; the King and the Government 

became involved in it; politics and Pelasgian characters became somehow mixed together, and Simonides 

speedily found Athens much too hot for his health. He went to Constantinople; similar results followed. 
Some two or three pachas and as many foreign ministers and diplomatists squabbled about the genuineness 

of a MS.; each faction obtained adherents, and the strife became so violent that Simonides found it desirable 

to bid farewell to the Byzantine shores. After an interval he turned up again in Prussia. He was introduced 

to Lepsius, Tischendorf, Dindorf, and others of the learned, and ere many days had passed he created so 

terrible an uproar that the entire learned world was convulsed. It resulted in his own confinement in prison, 
but even after that the quarrel continued. It spread all over Germany; it culminated in Berlin; and was 

only finally quelled by the allied interference of the governments, and the expulsion of Simonides from German 
territory. After another interval, he made his appearance in England. The British Museum had enjoyed a 

lengthened period of learned repose, but no sooner did Simonides set foot in London than the Museum authorities 
were startled from their tranquillity in a most unpleasant manner. The Museum had purchased some of the 
Simonides MSS. The public now raised a cry that the Museum had been imposed on, and had purchased 
forged MSS., whilst Simonides at the same moment charged everyone connected with the Museum with profound 
ignorance of paleography and archeology, and with general incapacity. The quarre] raged with violence for a 

long time, but at length it was thought that Simonides had been put down and extinguished. Suddenly, 
however, he was discovered in Liverpool, and the archives of the previously peaceful Historical Society will tell 

the extent of the dissension he introduced. He divided a society, formerly the most friendly, into two opposed 
factions; he destroyed all unanimity in its action ; he raised all sorts of unpleasant feelings among the individual 

members ; and excited two of them, both well-known archeologists, to so furious a degree, that they soundly 

belaboured each other in the literary columns of a London contemporary. Nor has his fatal faculty of 
provoking frays been manifested only among learned societies: when he cannot procure doctors to set by the 
ears he is contented with smaller fry. In Alexandria, where professors are scarce, he contrived to quarrel 

with some Arabs, pistolled two of them, received some ugly wounds on the head and face from a third, the 

marks of which are still visible, and parted with a small knob of his os frontis, detached by the sabre of a 

fourth. In Macedonia, his native country, though he was only at the time on a visit, he succeeded in getting 

up a very pretty little insurrection among his countrymen, and in conjunction with a few choice spirits who 

joined him in the leadership of the patriot bands, he, one fine morning, fell on a detachment of Turkish 

soldiers, drove them into a river, and destroyed some one hundred and fifty of them before breakfast. In 

this interesting transaction he received a spent ball in his chest, and had a musket bullet through his thigh. 

But we have no space to record the escapades of M. Simonides, which extend over nearly twenty years, and 

the scenes of which are laid variously in Abyssinia, Siberia, Mesopvtamia, Persia, Arabia, and the site of those 

ancient nations who dwelt at the foot of the Himalayah range. Everywhere the same fatality has attended 

him. He has been abused, vituperated, and denounced in nearly every civilised language; books have been 
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character is the oldest, and was in use earlier than the hieroglyphic; that the rings (cartouche) do not contain 

the names of kings, but the apophthegms by which kings were distinguished; that the vocabulary of Egyptian 
words in use by the modern Egyptologist is completely false ; that even Champollion's illustration of the lion, 

representing the letter L, is absurd, because the Egyptian for a lion is not labo thaouraéd (labo being Carian and 

not Egyptian), and that no inscription has ever yet been interpreted correctly by the Champollion system. In 

a word, he denounces the method as a tissue of falsehoods, absurdities, and errors, and insinuates that many of 
the most eminent Egyptologists have been, and are, guilty of wilful deception. 

“For some time past a suspicion has existed that the theories of the Egyptologists are not reliable or 

sound, and these suspicions, within the past few weeks, have acquired immense force by the publication of 

Sir George Cornewall Lewis's work on the Astronomy of the Ancients. Few men enjoy a greater reputation 

for learning than our present War Minister, and in his recently published book he points out the inconsistencies 

of the Champollion system with a remorseless hand, and does not hesitate to assert his belief that the key to 

the hieroglyphics has yet to be discovered. He says ‘ Egyptology has a historical method of its own. It 

recognises none of the ordinary rules of evidence; the extent of its demands upon our credulity is almost 

unbounded. [Even the writers on ancient Italian ethnology are modest and tame in their hypotheses compared 

with the Egyptologists. Under their potent logic all identity disappears; everything is subject to become 

anything but itself. Successive dynasties become contemporary dynasties; one king becomes another king, or 

several kings, or a fraction of another king; one name becomes another name; one number becomes another 

number ; one place becomes another place.’ With these opinions of Sir Cornewall Lewis the system of Simonides 

entirely harmonises. Here let it be observed that where so much doubt and such great uncertainty exist, it 

might be expected that the exponent of a new system would meet with attention and consideration; and this, 

we think, has not been the case in the instance of Simonides. Nor is it a matter for surprise that Simonides 

should be treated with little consideration by the learned world. He comes before them with his name associated, 

whether truly or not we cannot pretend to say, with suspicions of literary forgery—and he himself falls tooth 

and nail, not only on the system of Champollion, but on its professors. Indeed, in all his writings there is a 

tone of personal animosity that detracts much from their merit. His illustrations of the absurdity of the 

accepted hieroglyphical system are, nevertheless, so forcible as to call for a more careful consideration than any 

they have yet received, and, however strong may be the disinclination of the learned world to listen to his not 
‘by any means politely urged claims, the statements he makes are too remarkable to be any longer ignored or 
passed over in contemptuous silence. Simonides, whilst ridiculing the Champollion system, demands, if the 

hieroglyphical characters are alphabetical, that some well-known inscription, say that on the Rosetta Stone, shall 

be interpreted by its means to the satisfaction of ap unprejudiced jury. This has never yet been accomplished, 

and as to the demotic inscription on the Rosetta Stone, though the Greek translation accompanies it, no person 

has ever yet been able to give more than a conjectural interpretation. Sir Cornewall Lewis, speaking on the 

subject of the ancient writings, says:—‘ The attempts even of the most accomplished linguists to explain the 

inscriptions must be regarded by an impartial judge as utter failures’ (p. 887). This being the case, the 
arguments of Simonides, as published by him in the numerous books he has issued, assume a grave importance ; 

and when he asserts that Coptic is not Egyptian, he completely destroys, if he establishes his assertion, the 

whole Champollion system. His reasonings on this point are much too elaborate to permit of their introduction 

here, but it may be briefly observed that he points out that Cortic took its origin at a period when Egypt had 

been conquered and overrun by foreigners for more than a thousand years; that it is simply the Greek language 

considerably corrupted, and intermixed with Parthian, Libyan, Carian, Lycian, Arabic, and Hebrew words, and 

that the number of words of Egyptian origin is very limited; that the remains of the Coptic language which 

have reached us do not ascend higher than the third century after the commencement of the Christian era ; 

that the name Coptic does not appear to have been used earlier than the sixth century; and that all attempts to 

interpret Egyptian by its aid have failed. On this point we may ourselves venture an observation. In the 

British Museum there is at least one MS. in which the Egyptian language is written in Greek characters, The 

question of the identity of the Coptic with the Egyptian language may therefore be readily ascertained. If the 

Egyptologists can translate this MS. by means of Coptic and Bunsen'’s Egyptian vocabulary, they would establish 
their point; if they cannot, they must then admit their failure, and confess themselves defeated. We have only 

space now to notice one other argument used by Simonides, in his denunciation of the Champollion system. 

The mcdern Egyptologists state, that the hieroglyphic characters were first in use, that the hieratic followed, and 

that, lastly, the demotic was invented for the use of the common people. This theory, at first sight, appears 

probable. It seems natural that a people emerging from barbarism should, in their first attempts to write, take 

the direction of picture representations. The Egyptologists themselves destroy this theory, for their whole 
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“ And of these publications that we now have to do, and first with regard to the ‘ Fac-similes.'* 

“Two years since Simonides was introduced to our esteemed townsman, Mr. Mayer, who conducted his 

visitor through the fine Museum he has collected. Mr. Mayer, aware of the high reputation enjoyed by 
Simonides as a decipherer of ancient MSS., submitted to his inspection a quantity of papyri, written in 
hieroglyphic, hieratic, demotic, Coptic, and Greek characters. Many of these papyri had been obtained from 

an old, and once well-known collector named Sams, and others from the Rev. Mr. Stobart, who had brought 

them himself from Egypt. These papyri at various times were unrolled by Simonides in the Museum, in the 
presence of other parties; they were carefully pasted on to calico, fac-similes were taken, and Simonides 
undertook their translation. In due time he announced that among the collection were MSS. of the most 

valuable character. A portion of these, being fragments of the Gospel of St. Matthew, of the Epistle of 

St. James, and of the Epistle of St. Jude, were considered to be of an importance sufficient to warrant their 

publication, and the large and finely printed book now before us is a fac-simile of the fragments thus 
discovered. No sooner was the book published than a controversy commenced. Several journals of considerable 
literary repute, from the mere inspection of the fac-similes, denounced them in plain terms as forgeries; and 

many persons, remembering the atmosphere of suspicion that surrounds Simonides, expressed opinions unfavourable 

to their genuineness. Some few, however, and those not the least learned or well informed, adopted the views 

of Simonides, and supported him in his defence. The two parties joined issue, and whilst one contends that 
Mr. Mayers manuscripts are forgeries, the other accepts them as genuine remains of antiquity, dating back 
to within fifty years of the commencement of the Christian era. 

“ Before proceeding to notice the MSS. in question, it must be remembered that they have never been 

the property of Simonides ; that they are not brought forward by him from his own stores, but have been for 

a considerable period in the possession of Mr. Mayer; and that the connection of Simonides with the Mayer 

MSS. is confined to their interpretation, in which, it must be admitted, he has exhibited considerable skill. His 

notes and prolegomena are full of curious information, and, whatever else may be said, no one can deny that 

the book is extremely interesting. Of the fragments discovered, five of them contain portions of the Gospel of 
St. Matthew; and at the end of one of these fragments, being the conclusion of the Gospel, occur words of which 

the following is a literal translation : — 

“ The writing by the hand of Nikolaos the Deacon, at the dictation of Matthew, 
the Apostle of Jesus Christ. It was done in the fifteenth year after the 
Ascension of our Lord, and was distributed to the believing Jews and 
Greeks in Palestine. 

‘‘This Nikolaos or Nicolas is enumerated among the seven Deacons, and in Acts vi. 5 is called ‘a proselyte 
of Antioch.’ If the subscription copied above is to be trusted, it will go far to settle the question of the original 

language of St. Matthew's Gospel. he authorities furnished by Simonides are all strongly in favour of the 

opinion that it was originally written in Greek, and was afterwards turned into Hebrew. Among the numerous 

fac-similes uf MSS. and inscriptions produced by Simonides as witnesses in favour of his opinions, is one of an 

inscription on a stone found at Thyatira in 1851, and which states that the Gospel of St. Matthew was first 

written in Greek. The date given in this inscription coincides with that given in the Mayer MS., and Simonides 

likewise accumulates a mass of evidence to prove, first, the correctness of this date (that of a.p. 48, or 15 after 
the Ascension); next, that Greek was the language in which the Gospel was originally written; and, lastly, 

that Nikolaos was the Apostle’s amanuensis on the occasion. ll these points Simonides in a great measure 

establishes, but still this does not remove the doubt that appears to hang over the MSS. Even if we take it for 
granted that the MSS. are the same that were brought to England by Stobart or Sams, it still remains to be 

proved that they are genuine. Both Sams and Stobart may have been deceived, and indeed in the case of 
Mr. Stobart he does not appear to have examined them with any close attention. We must, after all, look 

to the MSS. themselves for the proofs of their authenticity; and here, it may be observed that those who 
have condemned them have seen only the fac-similes, whilst those who believe in their genuineness have 

arrived at their conclusions after inspecting the originals. It is well known that papyrus was the oldest 

material for MS. of the New Testament; we do not hear of skins until the fourth century, at which time 
the use of papyrus was nearly abandoned. Now, as papyrus has not been manufactured for probably fifteen 
hundred years, to obtain blank rolls of it at the present day is simply impossible. How, then, can these 
be forgeries? Let it be also recollected that the papyri, upon being inspected in Mr. Mayer's Museum, in 

* “ Fac-simtles of certain portions of the Gospel of St. Matthew, and of the Episties of St. James and St. Jude, discovered 

in the Egyptian Museum of Mr. Mayer.” London: Triibner & Co. 
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the elucidation of the text of Scripture is desired, to inspect for themselves, as soon as published, a work 

which we are persuaded will be received with more avidity than any similar production which has appeared 

for many years. We think that Liverpool has great reason to be proud that in the noble collection of her 

spirited townsman, Mr. Mayer, should have existed such valuable documents, and that the latter gentleman 

has cause to rejoice in having found so able a coadjutor and expositor as Dr. Simonides.” 

HISTORIC SOCIETY. 

(Liverpool Daily Post, December 6, 1861.) 

“The Archeological section of the above Society was held last evening in the lecture-hall at the Free 
Public Library, William Brown Street, Joseph Mayer, Esq., presiding. The following gentlemen were admitted 
to membership :— Messrs. William Jackson, Bedford Road, Rock Ferry; John Kendal, Fishergate, Preston ; 

Joseph Read, Upper Huskisson Street; Nicholas Waterhouse, Rake Lane; James Mulligan, jun., of Huyton. 

Amongst the donations were a copy of fac-similes of certain portions of the Gospel of St. Matthew, and of the 
Epistles of St. James and St. Jude, written on papyrus in the first century, and preserved in the Egyptian 
Museum of Joseph Mayer, Esq., of Liverpool, with a portrait of St. Matthew, from a fresco painting at Mount 
Athos, edited and illustrated with notes and historical and literary prolegomena, containing confirmatory fac-similes 

of the same portions of Holy Scripture from papyri and parchment MSS. in the monasteries of Mount Athos, 

of St. Catherine, on Mount Sinai, of St. Sabba, in Palestine, and other sources, by Constantine Simonides, 

Ph. D., honorary member of the Historic Society of Lancashire and Cheshire,” &c., &c., by the author. 

Mr. Hodgkins, in making the presentation, said he was commissioned by Dr. Simonides to say a few words 

in giving this book to the Society, which he did with very great pleasure, and had dedicated the work also 

to the Society. He begged to congratulate the town very much on the acquisition and publication of so 

valuable a work as the present. The MSS. which contained it appeared to be in date three centuries earlier 

than anything which had at present been discovered. This would not be very much wondered at when we 

remembered that these monasteries had been in a very small degree ransacked, and their contents now, for 
the first time, brought to light. To Mr. Mayer, as the fortunate possessor of these relics, and Dr. Simonides, 

as their expositor, very much credit was due; and Liverpool might consider itself fortunate in being the 
possessor of MSS. so much older than any other extant. It might be satisfactory to the Society to know 
that he had seen a yet more important papyrus partially unrolled. After two hours of hard work the result 
was extremely satisfactory. It contained a date of sixty-six years after the ascension of our Lord Jesus Christ, 

or ninety-nine years of the Christian era, and contained the last chapter of the Gospel according to St. John. 

The work of Dr. Simonides was then handed round, and excited the liveliest curiosity. The excellent style 

in which it was printed was much remarked upon, and no small meed of praise was bestowed upon the printers, 

Messrs. Rockliff Brothers, of this town. The paper of the evening was by Dr. Hume, D.C.L, ‘On the 

Heraldry of Lancashire and Cheshire.’ The elegant diagrams by which the paper was illustrated were much 

admired, and the subject-matter of the paper itself highly appreciated, by the large audience of ladies and 

gentlemen who listened to it. A cordial vote of thanks was passed to Dr. Hume, for having made a 
contribution so interesting and so instructive to the Society.” 

DISCOVERY OF NEW TESTAMENT MANUSCRIPTS.* 

(The Dial, January 17, 1862. London.) 

“This publication will certainly attract much attention, and will probably give rise to controversy. The 

odium theologicum is not more remarkable than the analagous feeling which is often generated amid philological 

discussion. Having always heard and held as a settled belief that the oldest existing New Testament manuscript 
dates from the fourth century, we are armed with a large stock of preliminary incredulity against the man 

who would assure us that he has discovered one which was written in the first. Dr. Simonides must expect 
sharp attacks, and is well able to defend himself, as he has shown in a recent passage of arms with one 

of the more arrogant and fierce of our contemporaries. 

* Fac-similes of Certain Portions of the Gospel of St. Matthew, and of the Epistles of SS. James and Jude. Written on 

Papyrus in the First Century, and preserved in the Egyptian Museum of Joseph Mayer, Esq., Liverpool. With a Portrait of 

St. Matthew, from a fresco painting at Mount Athos. Edited and Dlustrated with Notes and Historical and Literary Prolegomena, 

containing confirmatory Fac-similes of the same portions of Holy Scripture from papyri and parchment MSS. in the monasteries 

of Mount Athos, of St. Catherine, on Mount Sinai, of St. Sabba, in Palestine, and othor sources. By CoxsraNTine 

SrmonrpgEs, Ph. D., Honorary Member of the Historic Society of Lancashire and Cheshire, etc., etc. Triibner & Co, 
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“The reader may very naturally ask who Dr. Simonides is, for the name is probably new to most of 

the public. Humboldt says that he is ‘an enigma,’ and that the mystery and the injudicious commentaries 

upon him, by which some have made themselves ridiculous, arise from ‘the imperturbable and naturally 
incommunicative character of Simonides.' We learn, however, from a biographical sketch of him, by his 

English friend, Mr. Charles Stewart, that he was born in the island of Hydra, in the year 1820, and that 

on his father’s side he comes from Stageira, and on his mother’s from Syme. ‘The family is numerous and 

distinguished, several of its members having occupied prominent and honourable positions in the modern 

history of Greece.’ Simonides studied awhile at Athens, and afterwards finding his maternal uncle, Benedict, 

& most accomplished scholar and a great linguist, in the monastery of Rhosos, on Mount Athos, he remained 
there, studying theology under his direction. This Benedict became in a remarkable manner the possessor 

of an exceedingly valuable collection of ancient manuscripts. He taught pala-ography to his nephew, who soon 

became his right hand in all] matters connected with the art. At the death of Benedict in }#40, he bequeathed 

his manuscript treasures to his nephew, by whom they were removed to Syme. For further particulars of 

his life, his rare aitainments and most extraordinary claims as a discoverer, the manuscripts which belong to 

him, and the great multitude of learned works which he has published at various times and in various places, 

we refer the reader to Mr. Stewart's pamphlet itself: ‘A Biographical Memoir of Constantine Simonides, 

Dr. Ph., of Stageira, with a Brief Defence of the Authenticity of his Manuscripts.’ By Charles Stewart. 

London: C. J. Skeet. 

“The manuscripts, of which the fac-similes lie before us, have been preserved in the collection of Joseph 
Mayer, Esq., of Liverpool. They were, along with many others, brought from Egypt by the Rev. Henry Stobart. 

Mr. Mayer, knowing the skill of Dr. Sirfonides in palwography, submitted to his inspection a mass of papyri, 

hieroglyphic, Demotic, Coptic, and Greek. Amongst the last, Dr. Simonides discovered five fragments of the 

Gospel of St. Matthew, two of the Epistle of St. James, and one of the Epistle of St. Jude. The fragments 

of the Gospel contain portions of the Ist, 2nd, )9th, and 20th, 27th and 28th chapters. The other fragments 

contain the opening of the Epistle of St. James and the conclusion of St. Jude's. This discovery was made 

in the spring of 1860. 

“At the end of the fifth fragment of St. Matthew, which is also the close of the Gospel, oceur words 

of which the following is a litera] translation : — 

‘ ‘The writing by the hand of Nicolaus the Deacon, at the dictation [xa0’ iwayésvew? of Matthew, the Apostle of 

Jesus Christ. It was done ["Eyéure 3i] in the fifteenth year after the Ascension of our Lord, ard was distributed 
to the believing Jews and Greeks in Palestine.’ 

“This Nicolaus, or Nicolas, as the name appears in the English Testament, is in Acts vi. 5 called ‘a 
proselyte of Antioch,’ and enumerated amongst the seven Deacons. Nothing further is known concerning him, 

although some have supposed, on insufficient evidence, that he was the founder of the heresy of the Nicolaitans, 
condemned in Rev. ii. 6. 15. Mosheim thinks that the Nicolaitans here mentioned have been erroncous!y 

confounded with a party of Gnostics formed at a later time by one Nicolas. The only relation between 

either of them and the Deacon is probably the sound of the name. 

“If the subscription above copied is to be trusted, it will go far to settlc the question of the original 

language of St. Matthew's Gospel. Dr. Simonides gives us a fac-simile of an inscription on a stone which 

was discovered at Thyatira in 1851, and which states that the Gospel was at first written in Greek and 
afterwards by Bartholomew turned into Hebrew. The date also agrees with that given in this manuscript, and 

Dr. Simonides collects a host of witnesses confirmatory of both the Greek original and the date a.v. 4d, or 
15 after the Ascension. The Thyatirane inscription and the other witnesses confirm also Nicolaus as the 
Apostie’s amanuensis. 

“It is well known that the Egyptian papyrus was the oldest material for manuscripts of the New 

Testament. We do not hear of skin until tho fourth century. ‘The letters are capitals. This of itself would 
not establish the antiquity of the manuscript. Many modern Greeks write thus. But there are certain 

peculiarities, characteristic of the different periods of Greek writing, and to be appreciated only by the practised 

eye. Dr. Simonides affirms that the present manuscript, judged by this kind of evidence, be'ongs to the 
first century. 

“The St. Matthew fragments contain some interesting various readings. Of these we mention a few. 

“Chap. xix., verse 22. 

“RECEIVED TEXT. 

“* Bat when the young man heard that saying, he went away sorrowful: for he had great possessions.’ 
H 
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“THE MAYER MANUSOBRIPT. 

“*But when the young man heard this saying, he held his peace [ictewnce], and went away,’ etc. 

“Verse 24. 

“ RECEIVED TEXT. 

“*Tt is easier for a camel [xaundcv] to go through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter the 
kingdom of God.’ 

‘“WAYER MANUSORIPT. 

‘““Tt is easier for a cable (xdawy] to go through the eye of a needle,’ etc. 

“The manner in which Dr. Simonides supposes xa4yun\ev to have been substituted for xadev would require 

too long an explanation. He has found the reading xéAe in other ancient manuscripts, and in one the same 

reading in the parallel passage of St. Luke. Many modern interpreters had suspected that this was the sense 

of the passage, and Messrs. Liddell and Scott go so far as to say that the word xdusdo, rope, though found 

in Suidas, was probably an invention to support the notion. But it is curious that this reading in the Mayer 

manuscript should support the hypothetical interpretation, though by a different word. The Talmudists say 

that the separation of the soul from the body ts as difficult as the passage of a rope through the eye of a 

needle. Mahommed also says, in the Koran, that it will be as difficult for those who deny his doctrine to 

enter heaven as for a rope to pass through the eye of a needle. 

‘“ Chap. xxvii., verses 16, 17.. 

“ RECEIVED TEXT. 

‘““* And they had then a notable prisoner [3écp0v iwionecy] called Barabbas. Therefore, when they were gathered 
together, Pilate said unto them, Whom will ye that I release unto you, Barabbas, or Jesus which is called Christ?’ 

“MAYER MANUSCRIPT. 

““*And they had then a notable . . thief (iwicnuey rncriy), called Jesus Barabbas. Therefore, when they 
were gathered together, Pilate said unto them, Whom will ye now [id] that I release unto you? SBarabbas, or 
Jesus which is called Christ?’ 

‘ For the reading Jesus as the name of Barabbas, Dr. Simonides cites other authorities, especially Nectarius, 

the successor of Gregory of Nazianz and the predecessor of Chrysostom in the see of Constantinople. 

“Verse 19. 

“RECEIVED TEXT. 

““* When he was set down on the judgment-seat, his wife sent unto him, saying, Have thou nothing to do with 
that just man; for I have suffered many things this day in a dream because of him.’ 

““ WAYER MANUSCRIPT. 

“* When Pilate was set down on the judgment-seat, his wife, Pempele [Meueidn], sent unto him, saying, Have 

thou nothing to do with that just man [dv3p}: for I suffered many things last night in a dream because of him; 

and many thinge have I seen in behalf of this very man in a waking cision this day [iv +H wari ric wacerQovonc, xat 

morra xual’ Swap alloy onpcspoy iwip airou insircu].’ 

“ Chap. xxviii., verse 6, 

“ RECEIVED TEXT. 

‘““*He is not here: for he is risen, as he said. Come, see the place where the Lord lay.’ 

“WAYER MANUSCRIPT. 

‘““*He is not here: for he is risen, eren as indeed he foretold [xab& ys spotiwe]. Come, see the place where he 
lay, who lords it over death [6 nupsvon rev Oavdrov].’ 

“The Notes and Prolegomena are exceedingly valuable for their information. They were written by 

Dr. Simonides in classical Greek, and translated into English by G. P. Silke, Esq., formerly of Queen's 

College, Oxford. Fac-similes of other manuscripts, besides the evangelic fragments, are given, and also 
lithograms of various stone inscriptions, for the purpose of illustration. Speaking of the splendid portrait of 

St. Matthew with which the work is adorned, Dr. Simonides says : — 
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‘+ Byzantine art, though latterly confined to Hagiography, and separated from plastic art, is nevertheless, in its 
other conditions, a continuation of the Grecian. Hence it unquestionably results that the influence of Grecian upon 

Byzantine art is greater than that of the Greek orators before Christ upon the ecclesiastical writers, not only as regards 
invention and arrangement, but also in the mechanical and artistic execution, of which fact those who devote themselves 

to the history of art are gradually becoming convinced. For not only does the technicality of the style everywhere 

recall this influence, but sometimes, ¢.g., the Mother of God is represented sitting on a Grecian throne; and other 

similar instances might be adduced. From this may be understood that august expression, or intelligible idea, which 
without previous intuition is admired in the sacred portraits, often even in spite of barbarous want of skill, both in 

the drawing and colouring. The Byzantine, like every other declining art, in place of the ideal representations and 
positive conceptions of the Greeks, has fashioned certain invariable types conventionally copied, which have lasted 

even to the present time. These are not an imitation of any Asiatic stereotype, as some of the present writers on 
art proclaim, but a necessary consequence of the intellectual and moral condition of the Grecian community. The 

Byzantine conventionalities, therefore, though otherwise injurious to vigour in art, are highly valuable, inasmach as 
they have preserved almost unaltered those ancient representations and ideas of the first Christian hagiographers, who, 

immediately after the Greeks, in the era of the first centuries, which was fall of artistic piety, gradually moulded in 

picture the hypothesis of the Church. And although many works of Byzantine Church architecture and hagiography 

are preserved, both in and out of Greece, and in Western Europe, it was believed, in consequence of no work treating 
on these subjects, that none were extant. But some valuable works on the subject were discovered in Mount Athos, 

a fow years ago, concerning which tho necessary information will be given elsewhere. Bat to return to the portrait 
of St. Matthew, which has been successfully engraved, and manifests a character truly and entirely apostolic. For 

the glance of the eyes, abstracted from all save the great object of his contemplation, the thoughtfulness of the 

character, the holy smile on the lips, and the cheerful benevolence pervading the whole countenance, proclaim the 
character of the original, and prove the painter (Hicrotheus, of the fifth century) to have bren one of the best 
masters of Byzantine art. So allow the first of the garments, termed Perimorphinm, together with the /’ericladuma 

and the Fyicladuma, all being ornaments of very ancient fashion, no less denote the affinity between Grecian and 
Byzantine art.’ 

“Here, then, we must leave Dr. Simonides to fight with critics at Ephesus, and be judged by a candid 

public, with regard to this portrait of St. Matthew, and the genuineness of the Manuscripts, as well as his 

marvellous discoveries and personal claims. We have seen and talked with the man himself, have seen and 

handled the Mayer and many other Manuscripts, classical and ecclesiastical. The result was highly favourable 
to his pretensions. The reader of the Prolegomena before us will naturally receive an impression of extensive 

and profound knowledge, in combination with sincerity, and even simplicity. We venture to say that that 
impression would be in no degree weakened, but would rather be enforced, by knowledge of the remarkable 

Editor. If Simonides is an impostor, and his manuscripts forgeries, then must he combine the adroitness of 
a thousand Chattertons and the cunning of the Prince of Serpents with a superhuman intelligence, capable 

of producing in these days works of various orders worthy of the classic times, of extemporising sentences 

worthy of Confucius, and all the while wear the aspect and speak the pure dialect of metropolitan Christianity. 
If the age of the Mayer fragments of St. Matthew be regarded as an open question, notwithstanding the 
subscription, which might have been copied with the rest, if Dr. Simonides is mistaken in assigning them to 

the first century, yet the forging of them is an inconceivable absurdity, and their antiquity is probably higher 

than that of any hitherto known manuscript of the New Testament.” * 

© 'H aira 2 iguptpic Waporseues nal rade: — 

“DISCOVERY OF FRAGMENTS OF PAPYRUS CONTAINING PORTIONS OF ST. MATTHEW'S GOSPEL. 

(The Dial, August Gnd, October 4th, and December Zith, 1861.) 

“Daring the present month a work of great interest will be published, containing a fac-simile of some fraymenta of 
papyrus upon which are written portions of St. Matthew's Gospel, being the earliest yet disc..vered. The writing is by Nichvulaas. 
the seventh deacon, who wrote at the dictation of St. Matthew himself. It appears that Mr. Stobart discovered in a sarcophagae 
at Thebes several papyri, which, apon his arrival in England, he disposed of, partly to the British Museum and partly tu 

Mr. Mayer, of Liverpool. This gentleman obtained the assistance of Dr. K. Simonides, who unrolled the various papyri, and 

made the discovery that upon one of them were transcribed certain portions of St. Matthew’s Gospel, bearing the following 

inscription :—‘The writing by the hand of Nicbolaus the deacon, at the dictation of Matthew the apostle of Jesus Christ; it 

was done in the fifteenth year after the ascension of our Lord, and was distributed to the believing Jews and Greeks in 
Palestine. The papyrus, though torn and injured, is of great interest, as it clears up several passages, and supplica us with 
some lost verses. This was probably the very MS. that Hermodorus copied seven times during the life of Ht. Matthew, and 

seven times after his death. It is written in the Greek uncial character. Our English version was translated from the 

eleventh copy, preserved in one of the eastern monasteries, which contains several errors. It is to be regretted that the 

pepyri in the Britiah Maseum still lie unrolled and unexamined. Mesers. Triibner wil) publish the work of Dr. Simonides 
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“BIBLICAL CRITICISM. 

(The Homilist, February, March, and April, 1862.) 

“ Matt. ii, 8, 9. 

‘Kal win ac avrove se BnOasiu, eles, 
Tlopevdevrec, axpCac iZeracars wee) rou wasdicv. 

iway 38 sipnrs dxayytidaré just, Swag xayd idrOen 

wporxurice aite. Ol 3i axoucarrec vou Pactrios 

isropevOucay, Kal iov, & aorip, oy sltoy bv ri 
avaroAn, wponyay avrouc, fag EADY irre ieraves 

ov fy +d wastioy. 

“In a manuscript which has lately been discovered by Dr. Simonides, there are several curious new 

readings of the above, and other passages in the same gospel. These we propose to lay before our readers. 

But first, they will probably like to hear something about Simonides himself, and the manuscript which he 

has discovered. 
‘‘Dr. Simonides is a Greek by birth, and he speaks and writes the classic language of his forefathers 

with fluency, purity, and elegance. He was born in the island of Hydra, in the year 1820, being descended, 

on the father's side, from many bishops and archbishops of the Greek Church. In early life he studied 
under the learned Benedict, the uncle of his mother, in the monastery of Rhosos, on Mount Athos. From 

this uncle Simonides thoroughly acquired the art of paleography, and became so great a proficient therein 

that few surpass him either in the practice of it or in the diagnosis of manuscripts. He has, moreover, 

travelled much in Egypt and the East, and has made important antiquarian discoveries. On the death of 

his uncle he inherited a large library of the most precious manuscripts, which had long been concealed, and 

which, for prudential reasons, he removed to Syme. | 
“The fragments of St. Matthew's Gospel, which we have mentioned above, were not, however, found by 

Dr. Simonides in his uncle’s collection, but in one belonging to Joseph Mayer, Esq., of Liverpool, who, knowing 

the Doctor's skill in palwography, early in the year 186U submitted to his examination a mass of papyri. 

Doctor Simonides found that they consisted of hieroglyphic, Demotic, Coptic, and Greek manuscripts. On 

inspecting the last, he found fragments of the Gospel of St. Matthew, and of the Epistles of Ss. James 

and Jude. The last fragment of the Gospel, which contains the close of chap. xxviii., has the following 

subscription :— 

“““H ypagda rn xsipt Nixordou Asandvou xab’ iwayipeuriy MarQaiou dworridou ‘Incov Xpiorov.  ‘“Eyévero 8é te wevrexadexata 

Tig TOU Kuplou ‘Avadnews Eres xai roi éy Madatorimn mioroic ‘lovdalas re xal “EAAnss 35368n. 

during the ensuing month, and anticipate a very large circulation, as the subject is, of course, one of great interest, both 

to the Christian and literary world. 

‘‘ We understand that in literary circles a ramour prevails that the manuscript now publishing by the Russian Government, 

under the direction of M. Tischendorf, purporting to be a MS. Bible of the fourth century, is not an ancient manuscript, 

but is an entirely modern production, written by a gentlemen now alive, who will shortly take measures to establish his 

claim to the authorship. The manuscript is known as the Coder Sinaiticus, and has attracted a large amount of attention 
throughout Europe. Should the rumour prove correct, as we believe it will, the disclosures that will follow must be of the 

greatest interest to archzology.”—Literary Gazette, No. 161, July 27, 1861. 

‘Our readers already know that a newly discoyered text of the Gospel of St. Matthew, with a fac-simile of the manuscript, 

has been announced by Messrs. Triibner, as shortly to be published under the editorship of Dr. Simonides. We have been 

favoured by the Doctor with a sight of the manuscript. It is on papyrus, and is attributed by the learned possessor to the 

first century. In appearance it resembles a very large and very rotten cigar, whose ends have been cut or broken off. In 

ordinary hands it would crumble to pieces, but Dr. 8. has known how to unroll it with as little damage and loss as possible. 

It requires some sharpness of sight to perceive the characters, as time has darkened the papyrus and diminished the blackness 

of the ink. The characters are of course uncial, and the mode of their formation is such as refers them to a very early 

age. The manuscript has some interesting variations from the Elzevir text. It gives the name of Pilate’s wife, and enlarges 
her caution to her husband by an additional clause. It assigns the name Jesus to Barabbas as well as to Christ. The 
somewhat difficult passage, xix. 24, is illuminated by the difference of a principal word. The approaching publication of the 

text and /fac-simile, with introduction and notes, will probably draw considerable attention from the learned, and we hope 

shortly again to bring the subject before our readers. If we are rightly informed, Dr. Simonides is the fortunate possessor 
of other manuscript treasures, to bring which before the public would require the labours of another Angelo Maio, and which, 

in the interest they would excite, would recall the days of Leo X. and of Frederico Borromeo.” 

“The manuscripts of Dr. Simonides having been severely but carelessly criticised in a recent number of the Atheneum, 

he replies in this number by a letter to the Editor (vide p. 59), which is distinguished for vigour and moderation.” 
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“That is:— 

“The writing by the hand of Nicolaus the Deacon, at the dictation of Matthew, the Apostle of Jesus Christ. 
It was done in the fifteenth year after our Lord's ascension, and was distributed to believers, both Jews and Greeks, 
in Palestine.’ 

“Papyrus, the material on which this manuscript is written, is well known as the most ancient for 

manuscripts of the New Testament. We do not hear of skins, whether of vellum or parchment, until the 
fourth century. The characters are capitals, but of such a formation as Simonides asserts to belong distinctively 

to the first century. We do not ourselves suppose that the mere subscription would settle the age of the 

manuscript, bat incline to attach more weight to the critical diagnosis of Simonides, respecting the formation 

of the characters. He adduces a large amount of evidence to show that St. Matthew's Gospel was not at 

first written in Hebrew, as some have supposed, but in Greek, by Nicolaus, as his amanuensis, and afterwards 

translated into Hebrew by St. Bartholomew. The papyrus had been originally taken from a mummy. It 

was an usual custom with the Egyptian Christians to bury sacred writings with their dead. The same prevailed 

among the Greeks, down to a recent age. The following prayer is often, even now, in Corfu, written on 
a strip of paper, and twisted round the finger of the corpse:— 

“TS wAnpwpsa 120 Nétou xai tav Mpepnran, auric iwdpywy Xpirti & O03; tysav, 6 WAnpsas WaAsTay Try wWaTpiRay 

cinovopsiay, WAnpwrer yards Kei sigperimnc tac Rapliag tua, wavrors, viv xal ati, nai tic rerg alanag rev alaven. ‘Api.’ 

“This is a prayer from tho end of the Liturgy of St. Chrysostom, and is thus translated :— 

“*( Christ, our God, who art thyself the fulfilment of the law and thy prophets, who didst fulfil all thy Father's 
dispensation, fill our hearts with joy and gladness, at all times, now, and for ever. and for evermore. Amen.’ 

“The writer of this article has seen and handled the papyrus, has hid several interviews with Simonides, 

and has received a strong impression of profound attainments, cumbined with simplicity, and an authentic 
and interesting type of Christianity. 

“There are five fragments of St. Matthew's Gospel, containing portions of the i., ii., xix., xx. xxvii., and 

xxviii. chapters. The other fragments cuntain the opening of the Epistle of St. James, and the conclusion 

of St. Jude, 

“The first fragment contains nothing remarkable. In the second, the verses which stand at the head 
of this article, as in the received text, differ therefrom in the insertion of three words, thus :— 

"Kal wisefac airore sic BaOAsize slwras (woptuOivrsc 8n) ifivdcars wap teu wasdiou dupicac. "Ewa 3e alynra (7e yerrndir), 

dwayytiiatt pou, Sree nay idOay spernumnce atte. O81 Ji ductoarrsc te Bacidine iworecOncay (dwernpes): nai ida, 6 

asrip, o cides iv ra dvarekn, wponysy airouc, tue i0i torn imdve of ty 6 wasdion. 

“The reader will observo also the different position of the adverb axpCe;. Translation :— 

**And he sent them to Bethichem, and said, Go new, and search diligently for the young child; and when ye 

have found thal which is burn, bring me word again, that I may come and worship him also. When they had heard 
the king, they departed innocently; and, lo, the star, etc. 

“We hope to return to the Mayer Codex in a future namber. Some of the other various readings 
are strikingly interesting.” 

“We proceed to lay before our readers some of the more important and interesting various readings 
in the manuscript of 8t. Matthew's Gospel, belonging to the collection’ of Mr. Mayer :— 

“Chapter xix., verse 22. 

“ RECEIVED TEXT. 

"Anson: 84 6 veavicnee viv Abyer, dears Auwevpsaree ' 

“THE MAYER MANUSCRIPT. 

"ances 86 6 veavionse tev Aéyer, (TeuTeY icswnct nai) dwarBe Avwecpstrer: * 

“* Bat when the young man heard (this sayiny, he held his peace, and wont away sorrowful.’ 

“The same reading appears also in a papyrus manuscript which is preserved in the monastery of Mount 

Sinai, and bears the name of Hermodorus, who made a copy of the Gospel a. p. 90. 

‘““ Verse 24. 

“RECEIVED TEXT. 

“*Tadsv 84 Atye Upsiy, sinewsrrapsy dors, adpendor Ua Tpumipsares papider sivsdbeir, & wreier sic Tw Baodsiar 708 
Sev aired Gerd.’ 
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“THE MAYER MANUSORIPT. 

‘*Tadwy 3h Adyar ipsiv, timowerapoy iors (narov) dia TpuMnuaTes, R. T. A.” 

‘““¢ And again I say unto you, It is easier for a cable to go through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man 
to enter into the kingdom of God.’ 

“The manner in which Dr. Simonides supposes xdusdor to have been substituted for xarm is explained 

in a long note on the subject, which we cannot transcribe. The sense has long been suspected, but the werd 

xadkov has not before appeared in any known manuscript to substantiate the supposition, 

“ Chapter xxvii., verses 15, 16. 

“<6 Kara Bi topray sicba 6 nysav amervey Eva +e Sydrw Siczeter, Gy HOsrhov. Elyor Si Tore Sicpeser, iwiousey Atydpcerer 
BapaGGay. 

“rHEe MAYER MANUSCRIPT. 

“* Kara 8i (tiv) foptiy citer 6 hytuaw awodvEr Eva Te SyAw Stopescy (iwionseor), oy BOedov. Elyov 3i rere Usopetor 

iwionov, (Anoriv, “Ingouy), BapaCas (xadoueever).” 

““Now at the feast the governor was wont to release unto the people a nofable prisoner, whom they would. And 
they had then a notable prisoner, a rubber, called Jesus Barabbas.’ 

“Barabbas is also called Jesus in a manuscript bearing the name of Nectarius, which is preserved in 

the monastery of St. Dionysius, in Mount Athos. Dr. Simonides says :— 

“¢Tt would seem that the robber's patronymic was Barabbas, which is, interpreted, ‘son of a teacher.’ But for 

what reason did the copyists of the sacred texts expunge the proper name of the robber? Did it arise from 
oversight? or, seeing that it happened to be the same as that of our Lord, was it consigned to oblivion through the 
extreme veneration of the copyists for the Saviour? Whether the first or the second be the real cause, let others 

say. For my own part, I hold that the whole arose from the unpardonable carelessness of the copyists, who frequently 

make omissions, and alter several names and words, as they have in this passage changed xadcupcevey into Asyepsever.. ” 

“The Received Text of Matthew xxvii. 19 reads thus :— 

‘© * Kabuirvoy 88 aired iwi rod Bnuaros, awiortiAs weie aitéy 4 yuri aitou, Afyoura’ Mndiy co nal ro Sinai ixsive, 

WAAR yap irabery chuspov nat rap Bi airy.” 

“¢When he was set down on the judgment seat. his wife sent unto him, saying, Have thou nothing to do with 

that just man: for I have suffered many things this day in a dream because of him.’ 

“The Mayer Manuscript makes curious additions :— 

“*Kabepeives 88 (rou MsAdrou) aurou tw! rev Biaroc, awicrsske mwpi¢ aitay (Tleewidn) 4 yur aires, Afyoura’ Madiy 

wo wai ro Bimaiw (drdpi) ixsiow, wodAd yap Ewaboy nat’ crap Bi airy (iy tn vuxsl sis wapsrOovonc, xal werda nad’ twa 

titer) onpsepoy (imsp airou ixtivsy).” 

‘““* When Pilate was set down on the judgment seat, his wife, Pempcle, sent unto him, saying, Have thou nothing 

to do with that just man: for I suffered many things last night in a dream because of him, and many things hare 

I seen in favour of this very man, in a vision this day.’ 

“The next verse reads thus in the Mayer Manuscript :— 

“OL Bb dpysectic nal of wpsoCurtps Ewucay roug Sxdous (auTav) iva alriconras roy BapaCCay x. 1. A. 

“But the chief priests and elders persuaded (ticir multitude,’ etc. 

“In chap. xxvili. 6, the Mayer Manuscript is very interesting :— 

©} Qin fori ott, nyipbn yap (xaba ye wo) siwe. Asvte, Revs tov téwor, Gwou Exevro 6 (xupsvan Tw Gavdre).” 

“* He is not here: for he is risen, just as he foretold. Come, see the place where he lay who lords it over death.’ 

“Verse 8 reads thus in the Received Text:— 

“*Kal ifsrGoicas tay awd rou praetion usta pitou nal yards pasyaduc Bpapevy dwayytinas roi¢ paburaic avr. 

“This is the Mayer Manuscript :-— 
“*Kal (awarbotca:) mayb ded rod parnusiev, (xal) ifeabctoas (Tov xhwou, iv © 7S pavtpesion tort) x. 7. 2," 

*“* And they departed quickly from the sepulchre, and went out of the garden wherein the sepulchre is, with fear and 

great joy; and did run,’ etc. 

“Together with the fragments of the Gospel of St. Matthew, there were also discovered two containing 
the opening of St, James, and the conclusion of St. Jude. In the Received Text, verse 3 of chap. 1. runs thus :— 
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‘© * Tyvdenorrac rs vo Youipesey ipsey Tig miesewe xartpyéleres iwosorn. 

‘** Knowing that the trying of your faith worketh patience.’ 

“In the Mayer Manuscript there is an interesting variation:— 

‘© Pigdonovtac Ere (4) Tae wiorame iusw (nari Seaysbrac) xavipyaleras x. 1. A. 

***¢ Knowing that the fairy excellence of your faith worketh patience.’ 

“Jude 19, in the Mayer Manuscript :— 

“© Obrel usw ol awetoplevtsc iauteve (ToC crisper) puyinis (Srwc) x. 7. A. 

““* These be they who separate themselves by schisms, utterly sensual,’ etc. 

“Verses 22 and 23 are also remarkable for their variations in this Codex:— 

"Kal oi¢ psiv bdssire (1m ivbyfes anprvopsivors), ove 2d calire (7m Bdacxadia) ix re wus dpwalorrss, (otc 3i 

au iv obCe ineeiza Kuplev), psireivrac a. 7. A.” 

“* And of some who are separated have compassion, ard reprove them; and others save by instruction, pulling them 
out of the fire; and of others again hace compassion in the feur of the Lord, hating even the garment,’ ete. 

“Such, then, are some of the more important and interesting variations in these fragments. Those who 

read the literary journals are aware that some of them have accused Dr. Simonides of deception. The writer 

of this paper has seen the manuscripts themselves, which bear every mark of remote antiquity. He has also 

conversed with Dr. Simonides, and found him to be a scholar of unusual profundity. The origin of the imputation 

is easily accounted for. Dr. Simonides, besides the discovery of these fragmenta, makes several other extraordinary 

claims. He avers that he possesses manuscripts of some of the Greek classical works, which have hitherto been 
regarded as lost, He makes statements, which, if true, would entirely destroy the evidence of the antiquity of 
the Sinaitic manuscript, which Tischendorf has rendered famous. He also declares that he has discovered the 

true method of deciphering Egyptian hieroglyphics, and that Young, Champollion, and the rest have gone entirely 
astray. He also says that he can read the Demotic writing, a thing to which no modern has ever yet pretended. 

These are extraordinary statements, which are sufficiently calculated to provoke incredulity in hasty minds. Some 
of them are peculiarly likely to excite jealousy, and even dislike; as, for instance, that respecting Tischendorf's 

Sinaitic manuscript. Add to this the Doctor's imperfect acquaintance with the English language, which renders 
it difficult to understand him; and the very natural reticence with which he shuts up discussion, if he fancies 

his hearer unduly sceptical. Besides, it is always easier for superficial men to object than to believe. For 
ourselves, though we think it far from settled that the Mayer codex of St. Matthow has that extreme antiquity 

which is ascribed to it by Simonides, we are yet disposed to regard it as more ancient than any hitherto known 
manuscript of the New Testament. We firmly believe Simonides to be honourable. Time will probably throw 
light on the matter. If he be really in possession of any of the lost plays of .Eschylus, he has only to publish, 

and any scholar will be able to judge of their genuineness. If that be conceded, a foundation will be laid for 
his credit with the public, who will then be prepared to hear of farther discoveries. Meanwhile, we consider 
the curious variations of the Mayer Fragments to be worthy of the attention of our readers.” 

FAC-SIMILES OF CERTAIN PORTIONS OF THE GOSPEL OF ST. MATHEW. 

Epirep sy Dr. S1mMoNIDES. London: Tribner & Co. 

(The Brighton Observer, December 26th, 1862.) 

“The story that attaches to this work is very remarkable. Dr. Simonides was in Liverpool, and was there 

introduced to Mr. Mayer, a gentleman of large fortane, who has devoted much of his time and money to collecting 

a Museum of curiosities. In the Museum was a confused heap of ancient MSS., somo of papyrus and some of 

parchment, which had been purchased from different persons, chiefly from a Mr. Sams, and a gentleman who had 
just returned from Egypt. The mass of MSS. has never been minutely inspected, and tho papyri had not been 

unrolled, for the all sufficient reason that no one could decipher the characters and read the contents, Dr. 
Simonides is perhaps the only man in existence who has penetrated the mysteries of the Egyptian priesthood and 

discovered the secret of their writings. He undertook to unroll the manuscripts, and to translate their contents if 

he found them valuable. The task once commenced, he followed it up with great vigour, and, having examined them, 
found that some were very valuable — being no less than portions of the Gospel of St. Matthew, written by 

Nicholaus, the deacon, who wrote the first Gospel, recviving it by word of mouth from St. Matthew himself. The 
learned world were greatly excited at the news, and awaited the publication of the Fac-similes with great interest. 

But though the fame of Dr. Simonides as a decipherer of ancient MSS. has extended everywhere, so has the 
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imputation of his enemies that he has forged MSS. himself. When, therefore, the Fac-similes were published, 

there were certain persons who at once declared that they were forgeries of Simonides, and refused to accept any 

of the MSS. of Mr. Mayer as genuine. The subject was discussed at the recent meeting of the British Association 

at Cambridge, and so much light was thrown upon the matter, and Dr. Simonides replied so ably to the questions 

of his opponents, that much greater attention is now given to his opinions, and more weight attaches to his 
judgments. At the same time that the discussion upon the authenticity of the Fac-similes was in progress (a 
discussion in which Simonides is accused of having forged the MSS.), another discussion was proceeding elsewhere, 

in which a MS. written by Simonides some twenty years since was being set up by some of the most learned 

men in Europe as a MS. of the first century. This story is likewise curious. Professor Tischendorf having 

visited the Holy Land, returned to Europe with a voluminous manuscript that he obtained from the library of 

the Monastery of Mount Sinai. This manuscript was a complete copy of the Bible, and Tischendorf, having 
consulted several of his learned friends, came to the conclusion that it was at least 1,800 years old. The Russian 

Government were so delighted at the prospect of increasing the general knowledge of Biblical literature, that 

they voted a sum of £10,000 to print a Fac-simile of the Sinaitic manuscript — the earliest known copy of the 

Bible. The work proceeded, and in time one of the parts fell into the hands of Simonides, who at once revognised 

it as a MS. he had himself executed in his youth for presentation to the Emperor Nicholas, but which had been 

given to a former Bishop of Sinai, a friend of Simonides. He made his assertion public that the great Sinaitic 
MS.—the Codex Sinaiticus—the earliest copy of the Bible, had been written by himself; but Tischendorf, and 

the learned men of Germany, unwilling to stultify themselves by admitting its authorship, refused to recognise the 

claims of Simonides, and continued its publication. Things went on in this way,—some persons believing 

Simonides, some Tischendorf, when suddenly a Greek Archimandrite, with an unpronouncable name, wrote to the 

English papers from Alexandria, corroborating the statement of Simonides, and stating that he remembered 
seeing Simonides engaged in writing out the copy of the Bible in question, in the Ancient Greek characters, 

whilst staying at the monastery of St. Pantelemon, on Nount Athos. This letter was only published about a 
fortnight since, and places Simonides in a most favourable light before the public, for if he can establish his 

assertion in this matter, it makes his other statements more credible; and it proves, moreover, that the very men 

who have pronounced the MSS. Simonides brought from Egypt to be forgeries, are unable to tell whether a MS. 

was written in the nineteenth or the first century. The whole life of Simonides has been one uninterrupted 
romance, and if hia reputation should ever be completely established, and his various manuscripts published with 
his own editorial notes, the entire world of archeology will be revolutionised, and the wisdom of the Assyrians 

and the Egyptians made as familiar to us as the books of Horace and Virgil. The Fac-similes of St. Matthew's 

Gospel are very curious in themselves, and give some new readings that clear up many of the doubtful passages, 
whilst other portions convey information of an itneresting character. For instance, we find that the name of 

Barabbas was Jesus, and that the question asked was, ‘Which of these two men wilt thou have,—Jesus Barabbas, 

or Jesus that is called Christ?’—Jesus being a very common name at that period. The well known passage about 

a camel passing through the eye of a needle is found to be—not a camel—but a cable. Other readings are 

still more interesting ; but the whole question of the value of Mr. Mayer's papyri turns on their authenticity, and 

judging from these Fac similes, we do not think there can be any doubt whatever of their genuineness and high 

antiquity.” * 

© 'H aitn 88 ipnepic inowcoroinzs work xai trade :— 

“ Talking of Greeks, it is noteworthy that within the last few days a work has been published, though 

as yet vonle privately circulated, that will in due time produce an immense sensation among certain theological and antiquarian 
circles. The author is Dr. Simonides, a Greck gentleman, who has acquired a Européan celebrity by his erudition and learning, 

and who bas furnished to the British Museum some of its most valued manuscripts. This gentleman, who lived a long time 

on Mount Athos, in Greece, has rclatives among the monks who inhabit the ancient monasteries there situate. By the aid 

of his relatives he has succeeded in discovering and obtaining many of the rare manuscripts which have been hidden for 

centuries among the classic tomes of the monasteries. Some of the documents have an antiquity of moro than two thousand 

years, and scveral of them are written upon parchment made from human skin. But it is not only as the discoverer of the 

Mount Athos antiquities that Dr. Simonides is a remarkable man. His learning and deep knowledge of the Greek language 
and character have enabled him to decipher manuscripts and inscriptions which have puzzled and defied all former antiquaries, 

and by this means he has been enabled to cast entirely new lights upon various matters of a theological nature. The High 
Church people will be not a little surprised when they learn the nature of Dr. Simonides’ new work, which completely upsets 

many of our established notions, and leads to the instant conviction that a new translation of the Testament is absolutely 

essential Among the antiquarian treasurcs in the possession of Dr. Simonides are several MSS., saved from the destriction 

of the Alexandrian library, all of which, and many other extraordinary matters, are fully described in the work, the name 

of which, as it is written in Greek, your correspondent declines to forward, but as it is about to be published by Longman & Co., 

any one will be enabled to consult it who so desires.”—Brighton Obserrer, April 15th, 1859. 

Among the books that will be published during next month is one of rare interest to the Biblical student. It is a 
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"Eypdgucer Bi nal Gripe wAsiova Tourer wapl re Maiptley Kadunsc xal wp) ric indictwe aired, nal usta Tir Endocr. 

& omy wévra Myuscouiow by +H nat’ intags bustipa dwavriess. Niv 22 drayrwds nai rin titer dwixpiesy wap sic iystripac 

imsororsmaiag wapi lapeyrvgay Bsarpiliic. 

(The Literary Churchman, March 2, 1863.) 

“THE ‘SINAITIC MS.', DR. SIMONIDES, AND HIEROGLYPHICS. 

** EMSTOAIMAIA MEP IEPOFATO@IKQN TPAMMATQN AIATPIBH. MAPA KQNITANTINOT ZIMQNIAOT AIAAKTOPOZ THZ 

@LAOIOOIAL K.T.A. K.T.A. K.T.A. (A Brief Dissertation on Hieroglyphic Letters. By Constantine Simonides, 

Ph. D., etc., ete., etc.) London: David Nutt, 270, Strand. Liverpool: A. Holden. 1860. 8vo. pp. 52. 

“The genuineness of the ‘Sinaitic MS.’ is not the only question at issue between Dr. Simonides and the 
literary world. The ‘Uranius,’ the other ‘Mayer MSS.', and the papyri, to say nothing of the vast library 

of ancient parchments—four thousand volumes —said to be at the disposal of the learned Greck, are not to 
be set aside without a real investigation. It is hard to believe that Dr. Simonides wrote the entire ‘ Sinaitic 

MS.'; it is infinitely harder to suppose that he forged the ‘four thousand volumes,’ or even any considerable 

number of them. That he has had something to do with them—has manipulated, annotated, acquainted 
himself somehow with the contents of some of them (and undoubtedly the ‘Sinaitic’)—there can, we think, 

be no doubt. The present pamphlet, on the right method of reading hieroglyphics, bears on the whole 

matter of Simonides’ literary character; so that we do not hesitate to cal! attention to it, reserving our own 
judgment altogether. We asked, in our last number, some explanations from Dr. Simonides, chiefly as to 

the name of Mr. C. Stewart, and the alleged change of certain Greek words in a printed edition of the 

‘Uranius.' He has not been slow to meet this document, and we have received a note from him, inclosing 
a long vindication. His letter is as follows :— 

* @iArars, 

** Aurbe tiv dwierodny pseu, xa. teitaxuey try Snoriusiy auric. “Opa 3¢ nai by te wapaptapars To 

Mipsvovec bv osrids A’ rh wepi rou *'Ne dpeot Foxet’ gual, nal twé ta Bicvta. pasvor yap Bui nai of drtiwaded yacu 

werd} nai Opacsic, nai 6 dysy pefyac. “Exe Bi oidiva tiv BenBotrra wrky ret Onsen tic aAnOeac pacrcv. “Ep woe, 

‘By Aovdivew ta 8/15 O08p. 1813. "O asl Yee, 

K. ZJIMNQNIAHZ. 

‘CArrituwe tan wpstay die apbusr ro Migros wife ca ha Tou Taxvdposs-ov. 

“The Memnon duly arrived, and we make the following extract from it, premising that the words in 
the original are, it is stated, so nearly obliterated by age, that only a few of the letters (in that passage) 

are clearly legible; and those few might be read in various ways. The document itself has not been touched ; 

the only question seems to be as to the interpretation of it. The Memnon is an antiquarian journal, of 

which Simonides was editor, published at Munich, in Greek and German. The passage is as fullows:— 

“E(N TPCU3(1] IYN-EFPAIY[A] BIBAO[ITZ nal 'QIIEM“O;IA(OKIETI!. 

fac-simile of perhaps the oldest scriptural manuscript in the world, being nothing lees than the original Gospel of St. Matthew, 

as written by Nicholas, the seventh deacon, at the dictation of the Apostle, in the fifteenth year of the Christian era. The 

history of the MS. is very curious. St Matthew dictated his gospel to Nicholas in the Greck language, and this original 

MS. was copied soven times daring the life of the Apostle by Hermodorus, one of the earliest disciples. After the death 

of the Apostle it was again copied several times,-one of these coples being especially sent, for the ‘avoidance of scandal,’ 

to the Christiana of the Cnidian Chersonese. These copies of Hermodorus were the sources from which the various 

manuscripts of St. Matthew's Gospel were derived. The original remained with Nicholas of Antioch, as is related by Thodorus 
the deacon, and Dionysias of Libra; and this identical M8., or rather fragments of it, was discovered in a coffin, in Egypt, 

by the Rev. Mr. Stobart, who brought it, together with many others, to England, in 1864 Some of the M88. he sold to 

the British Museum, where they remain to the present day, unrolled and undecipbered, but the remainder he disposed of to 

Mr. Mayer, of Liverpool, who entrusted the deciphering of them to the well-known Dr. Bimonides. Among the rolls of pepyros 

was the one in question, and it is identified as being the original copy of the Gospel, in consequence of ita bearing the 

inscription, ‘Tho writing by the hand of Nicholas, the deacon, at the dictation of Matthew.’ This is not the whole of the 

inscription, but sufficient has been said to show that the publication of these fragments is of tho deepest interest to the literary 

and scientific world, while to the Biblical student it must possess the greatest importance, as it furnishes a purer text than 

any known version of the Gospel, supplies several lost verses, and clears up many obscure and disputed passages. Whilst 

touching on antiquities, let it be noticed that an inscription, lately found in the ruins of Thyatira, informs as thst the Apostle 

Matthew was the son of Alpheus and Rebecca,— that he was born at Gennesareth, in Galilee, s.c. 94,— that he first adopted 
Christianity in his fifty-first year, when his Great Master was in his twenty-eighth year,— that he lived to the extreme old 

age of 106, perishing at Hierapolis, in Parthia, after having preached the Guspel to the Parthians and Medes for many yeara. 
The inscription gives the genealogy of the Apostle in full, and details all the principal events in his life, thas sapplying 
information hitherto totally unknown to the Christian world."— Brighton Observer, July S6th, 1961. 

I 
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“The letters in brackets are supplied, and the statement against Simonides is that, in his first interpretation 
of the passage, he supplied different letters, so as to produce KAT EMHN IAEAN. This is quite a question 

of scholarship, and not of fraud; but again we say we give no opinion without seeing the MS. for ourselves.” 

Kal rocabra xai Ta Taw arpiCar. “Bypate coos Si wapl tis aitiic iwobictac nal 6 xabuyeric (rar “EAAnvixay yrapuator 

rou iy +a “ESsCoupyn Mavemornuiov) ‘ladvyng BAaxsog Thy 8a ray imioroAny :— 

UNIVERSITY, EpInBurGH, 14th December. 

“Dean Sm,—Accept my best thanks for your Treatise on Hieroglyphics, which I have read with great 

pleasure. I certainly believe, with you, that many of the Egyptian monuments ought to be interpreted 

allegorically ; but, nevertheless, I think Champollion made a great discovery, and proved it scientifically, though 

it has likely been extravagantly and exclusively used by Lepsias and others. 

‘‘T was not aware that the books of Cheremon and Dionysias Magnes were extant. Where can I find 

the passages you refer to? Are they in MS., or have they been published? 

‘Sincerely yours, 

e “JOHN T. BLACKIE.” 

"Eyw 86 dvayroig alta iwiytaca alte tate :— 

Oirrats,— "Acpstvag BeZapeny xa aviyvey viv ousripay iwsorodny, nal Aiyw cos bAsubipec, Sts 6 aoi8iso¢ LapemwodAcar 

inOay xal yapyarioac peixpey viv Alyumriaxny dpyaérara awnabey Ol 86 yest’ aitiy irberrsc, ixdavfay avdorcyia ris 

aAnBeay, nai iy pestépyorras shy imiotnuny ae dwarny. 

‘O Xatpnpwry yrurric wy wapd roig dpyaluc, oumm ife36On, og ov8t 6 Xéivadic, wi Te Srov tig wapl ‘lepoyrugunay 

woduripzcu SexaliCrou cuyypapiic Tou “Qpawsadanec. 
Ta cuyypaupara touren cin GAdog addow iv tH xara Taduorivny peovn rou dyieu alla avaxadudbirra, xtivras 

tists: dyintoca. ‘Exdicw 3 aira tym, xal tiv Exdoow abray wpostoiuectos wpo woAAc. TIpenynOicsra: 38 warray 6 

eQpawcrrwy svbic posta Tiy Exdoow, ay ioyarec avxddvla iv 1TH TOU Mavipou Alyuwriaxne Movosiw ‘EAAnnxan cuyypadpan, 

yruorav te xal pan, xaba ys nai al ignpcepides apd woddou ixowowoincay. 

"Ev AiGepwouAn +a K. ZIMQNIAHE. 
6/18 Asxsye. rou Erovg 1860. 

Kal ratra poly tyos Tite AwhyTica. ID 8s avayveds nai rads:— 

‘ “ To the Editor of the Daily News. 

‘‘Srm,— The remarks made in your leading article of Thursday, upon the present state of the British 

Museum, and especially of the Lycian and Egyptian antiquities, have given very great satisfaction and pleasure 

to all persons taking an interest in such subjects with whom I am acquainted. What is needed in the 
Lycian and Egyptian saloons is, not more room, but more knowledge. For some time past I have been 

giving my attention to hieroglyphics; and it is perfectly startling to find that during the sixty years the 
Rosetta Stone has been known to the learned such small progress has been made in the art of interpreting 

Egyptian inscriptions. Not one single inscription has ever yet been interpreted by the followers of Champollion— 

all that has been accomplished resolving itself into conjectural translations of portions of hieroglyphical writings. 
The value that attaches to these translations may be inferred from the fact that all the interpretations have 

been made on the supposition that the ancient language of Egypt and the Coptic are similar, which is not 

the case, Coptic having no more resemblance to Egyptian than English has to French. There is only one 

key to the language of ancient Egypt—the works of the priest Cheremon, who wrote three hundred books 

on the subject. A fragment of these works was some time since discovered by Mr. Birch, and a Paper on 

the topic was read by that gentleman before the Royal Society of Literature,s which was published in the 

third volume of the second series of the Transactions, page 885. But it was reserved for Dr. Simonides 

to discover the entire works of Cheremon, and these he has now in his possession. By their careful study 
he has rendered the reading of hieroglyphics, and of inscriptions in the hieratic and demotic characters, a 

matter of comparatively little difficulty. Through his kindness and instruction I have myself made some small 

advance in a knowledge of the Egyptian language and characters, and being perfectly satisfied of his thorough 

© ‘O xupiog Bipxses (Birch) arvexadufey obdiy rou Xatpapsovog dvindorev paipoc, GAA’ 8, ms wep 6 TLitlnc dragipn iv 

ton indsdogsives aurou cuyypapsats lesytypapepetvee ebtag” ‘Elo tiv “Opshpeu ‘Tacdda ‘Efnynoic ‘ledvvoeu Tpapepeatincy rev 

Tlizkev.” “Opa B cb rove dy cari 128 rig Aafeaviic wperrag indéstme, yevopeivac re 1812 ies Podoppitou “Epudvvev. 
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think the authenticity of the Papyri which you have professed to review will be at all confirmed by the antiquity 

of the family of the individual who happened to unroll them, I shall be happy to furnish you with particulars 

of my genealogy, embracing on my father’s side no less than thirty-seven bishops and archbishops. ‘ The 

old gentleman,’ my late uncle, to whom you facetiously allude, was Benedict, the confidential adviser and 

spiritual father of John Capo-d'Istrias; and, after his death, Superior of the Monastery St. Pantelemon (Rosicon), 

in Mount Athos; and enquiries made there, or of Gregorius, recently Patriarch of Constantinople, would 

convince you that he was not the unknown man you would have your readers imagine. So much for the 

not very important matter of my genealogy. 

‘‘T now come to your charges. In reply to the first of these, I never produced at Athens, or elsewhere, 

any copy of Homer with the Commentary of Eustathius: the only MS. of that author I have ever shewn 

is that now in the possession of Sir Thomas Phillipps; and I have no doubt that gentleman will allow its 

collation for the purpose of ascertaining, once and for ever, whether it contains ‘the text and errors of Wolff.’ 

That this is the copy alluded to may be easily ascertained by a reference to No. 929 of the Athenian 

journal Eon, in which the meeting for the purpose of discussing this and other MSS, is reported. (A 
copy of this journal is in the possession of Sir Thomas Phillipps.) 

“Secondly, I have the MS. of Sanconiathon, at my father’s house in Syme. I did intend to publish it 

in Constantinople, and was only deterred by the expense of printing it in that city. I am now ready to 

publish it in London, if it be desired. Some of my enemies, having declared in the Athenian journal Pandora 

that a gentleman, who disbelieved in its existence, would give 10,000 drachms to see it, I inserted a notice 

in the Elpis, at Athens, and the Telegraph of the Bosphorus, at Constantinople, that if be would deposit in 

any Greek bank 8,000 drachms, he might take 2,000 for his expenses, and come to Constantinople to see 

it, and that I would allow him a month for this purpose; but he has never appeared. 
“ Thirdly, I did declare, and I now take the opportunity of repeating, that I have extremely important MSS. 

connected with hieroglyphics, viz., ten Books of Horus (commonly called Horapollo), including the two books 
already well known and often edited. These are written on papyrus; and I also possess a palimpsest copy of 
two of the same books, but of a different translation. Also the Dictionary of Cheremon,—Hieroglyphic, Demotic, 

and Greek; and the work of Chenophis, which gives a philosophical explanation of the hieroglyphical characters. 

“Fourthly, I did publish in the Telegraph of the Bosphorus explanations of the hieroglyphics on some 
Egyptian figures, the property of M. Cayol and of Stephanus Caratheodoris; these explanations I gave simply 

as a matter of friendship, and the latter gentleman made me a present of the figure I had examined, which, 

with the articles from the newspapers above mentioned, I have now with me. Whether the explanations 

given accord with the original can be ascertained by any of those gentlemen who accept the challenge which 

you will find at the conclusion of my letter. The history of this and most of the other charges which you 

have made is borrowed from the testimony of one Dr. Mordtmann, who is so freely quoted in the article 

by Mr. Sotheby before referred to. It will be well if you lay before your readers such information respecting 

this gentleman as will convince them that he deserves the incontrovertible character for veracity which these 

quotations assume him to possess. It is on his authority that your next statement is founded, that ‘I did 

not exhibit some Cuneiform, inscriptions in MS. with a transcript in Phoenician,’ and it is further stated 

that his knowledge of the alphabets of these languages enabled him to decide that the MS. was not written 

in those characters at all. In reply to this, I can only say that Dr. Mordtmann did not at that time know 

anything of those languages, and, morevver, that the MS. in question is now in the library of Sir T. Phillipps, 
and can bear its mute witness to the correctness of my original statement. 

“Fifthly, The History of Armenia alluded to is that of Kleandros of Philadelphia, written in the time of 

Justinian, a copy of which, of about the fourteenth century, I had in my possession in Constantinople, and 

shewed to several of the Armenian residents. I published the Preface to this work, and also fac-similes of the 

inscriptions in Armenian and Greek which it contained. The latter were lithographed at the establishment 

of M. Cayol, and I have a copy of them by me. An inspection of these will show that the proper 
names are such as are to be easily met with as Armenian in the works of Strabo and Appian. Tigranes, 

son of Artaxius, Zariadres, £c., are familiar names of men; Tegrans-certa, Artaxata, Sophene, &c., (a) of 

places: and there is no foundation whatever for the assertion, ‘that through my clumsiness they happen 

not to be Armenian.’ 

“ Sixthly, Your lively description of my ‘ burrowing in the hole’ would lose somewhat of its zest if your 

readers were informed that the hole was a deep well-like excavation, into which no one could enter but by 

a cord and a basket, and in which neither myself nor any of the gentlemen who witnessed the operations 

(a) Mapi rod dvrineipeévou reuTey iypagn 3,5 woddcu Ade ypiveu idaripa wpayparsia, 1 nal Suuorievdizeras wpertyac. 
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also take the same inscription, and deal with it in the same manner, and the results of our investigation 

shall then be placed side by side before the public for their examination. An opportunity will thus be afforded 
for testing the real knowledge which is possessed upon these subjects, and those who believe me to have 

erroneous ideas will have the means of confuting me. 

“T beg to request your insertion of this letter in your journal of the 2Ist instant, 

‘And remain, Sir, your obedient Servant, 

“C, SIMONIDES. 

“P,S.—Since my letter was written, I have seen, in the Atheneum of December the 14th, a letter from 

Mr. Stobart, in which that gentleman appears anxious to disclaim any previous property in the Greek MSS. 

which I have unrolled for Mr. Mayer. It was impossible that I should be able to speak from my own 
knowledge as to the sources from which Mr. Mayer obtained his papyri, and I was dependent upon his 

information; he was under the impression that all which were deposited in one case were purchased from 

Mr. Stobart, and all in another from Mr. Sams. As, however, no accurate distinction has been made, it is, 

probably, almost impossible now to ascribe each papyrus to its original owner. Besides a considerable number 

of rolls which contain only Demotic characters, it will be remembered that I have unrolled two which contain 

Demotic writing and Greek translation, and three very large fragments of Hieratic writing only. It would 

puzzle Mr. Stobart or any other gentleman to tell, from the external appearance of a roll, in what language 

the whole of its contents would prove to be, as in very many instances several different documents are contained 

one within the other. There are several papyri not yet unrolled in Mr. Mayer's Museum, which may afford 

confirmation of my remarks.” 

(“To this note we have only one or two words to add. The facts about M. Simonides given in our 

article were published in Germany, five or six years ago, and were not contradicted; they were reproduced 

in England, two or three years ago, and were not then corrected. We treated these statements, therefore, as 

public property—gave them as we found them—and our readers can now judge whether the attempt to 

qualify them has been successfal in any material point. Last week we disposed of the misconception of our 

meaning about the age of ancient manuscripts. We were speaking of the fac-similes of M. Simonides, and 

our words could have no other meaning than that no such manuscripts are known to ascend so high as the 
first or second century. Dr. Mordtmann can defend himself; he is certainly one of the most learned men 

alive; and, as a linguist, has no rivals except Lord Strangford and Mr. Alison, our minister at Teheran. 
We will not affront him by a word in his defence against such an assailant. If M. Simonides is willing 

to exhibit his documents, in London, let him write to Mr. Norris, Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society. 
We have no doubt the Society will give him a hearing, as the press has given him one.”] 

"Ewt 88 rote radsuraing Tol ixdérou pnuacw iypafa rads :— 

To the Editor of the Atheneum. 
‘“ LONDON, January 8th, 1862. 

“I have to thank you for inserting in your paper of December 2lst my answer to your review of the 
work I have just edited, containing the fac-similes of the Mayer MSS. I have now only a few words to add, 

in reply to the editorial note you appended thereto. You state that the ‘facts about M. Simonides, given 

in our article, were published in Germany, five or six years ago, and were not contradicted; they were 

reproduced in England, two or three years ago, and were not then corrected.’ 

“To this I have to say that I wrote at the time to the German newspaper that gave birth to the 

calumnies, and contradicted them in the most emphatic manner. That contradiction was not published, owing 
to influences to which I need not now refer; but I otherwise exerted myself, in every possible manner, to 
make public my denial of those statements, and in at least one instance my denials came under your own 

notice. Some short time since you were so kind as to notice, not unfavourably, a work of mine, then just 

published, entitled ‘The four Theological Writings of Nicholas, Bishop of Methone, etc.,’ which contained 
refutations of many of the German false statements: and at the same time you reviewed a biographical 

memoir of myself, written by an English gentleman who possesses a personal knowledge of the facts, which 

memoir contains a sketch of my life and labours, correct in every essential particular. With this biography 

before you, which completely answers the German fabrications, I think it unfair of you to say they have never 

been contradicted; and I now call your reviews to your mind in order to induce you to do me the justice 
of admitting that the German calumnies have been contradicted both by myself and friends, and that you fell 
into an error by saying ‘they were reproduced in England, two or three years ago, and were not then corrected.’ 





be 
“In conclusion, I may add that the high opinion I entertained of Dr. Simonides as a gentleman and 

of honour, st the time I published his biography, has m no way dimmished dering the two years 

him to be utterly ineapable of committing the disgraceful deeds imputed to him, 

truth and value of his statements and discoveries will, ere long, be universally 

“T am, Sir, yours, ete., 

“CHARLES STEWART.” 

“THE MAYER MSS. 
“Loxpos, February 3rd, 1862. 

“I have a very few remarks to make in reply to your paragraph last week. As I have before said, 
the MSS. in question are Mr. Mayer's property, and in his Museum at Liverpool, where any one who is 

desirous of inspecting them can do so. As to my produeing them before a meeting of the Royal Asiatic 
Society, which you consider is the ‘thing just now required,’ I am quite willing, with Mr. Mayer's sanction, 
to do so; and they will doubtless be very carefully inspected by other peleographers, bota English and 

foreign: but before I take any steps in this matter myself, the result of a prerious examination of my MSS. 
must be given to the world. So long ago as May 25, 19853, two Committees were appomted by the Royal 

Society of Literature (see Athen. June 11, 1853); ome, to report on my translation of a few lines of hieroglyphies 

on the Sarcophagus of Alexander, in the British Museum, which was duly submitted to them by me; the 

other, to give their opinion upon several Greek MSS. then in my possession. From that time to the present, 

no report from the two Committees has, as far as I am aware, been published; and, in common justice, 

these reports must be given in full before I take any trouble in submitting fresh MSS. to a similar Society. 

“I claim the publication of these Reports as a right; and when this has taken place, you will not 
find me shrinking from the most full investigation of all that I have advanced. 

“C. SIMONIDES.” 

Tiv imorsiay teu giarsbous Ch. Stewart wapitens 15 dibs 6 ixdirag TO 'Abwain, tems pad feice tec iavres 
warpevac, Ts nal waows xaxiag sigitas. Tour’ avrs 2 iweixcay xsi cl teu Ovdaxsc, zai ci Tou Maphevance na: of tera 

Speeses® mal ya; awarrts cures TEE aUTiC Rivapeias Grras, curtualoven asi warri fevers Zai awarauan, wo ts'icxeTen astiuyOe, 

Crs core cupptes aituig moras yap cwrovtaiag imoredac awiggfar ara: irs wos wenixoury ddebtias, Sr juin 
tor) nal © afne -— 

“To the Editor of the Parthenon. 

“Sm,—I have only recently seen, by the kindness of one of my Greek friends, the letter signed 

S. Nicolaides, which appeared in the Parthenon of February 25th, 1863. I am sorry you published that 
letter, after the discreditable way in which the writer contradicted himself at the Meeting of the Royal Society 
of Literature,* as I think none even of my opponents would desire such evidence for the support of their 
eause. As, however, you have printed his letter, I must ask you, in justice to me, to publish my reply, 

which I have shortened as much as possible. 

“To spare you details which are not at all suited to your paper, I shall not enter into many particulars 

as to the life of my accuser, but refer you to M. Giannakopulos, Greek Consul in Liverpool, M. Narkissos 
Morphinos, Archimandrite of the Greek Church, London, Basileios Moros, Archimandrite of the Greek Church, 
Manchester, and M. Francopulos, Greek Consul in Manchester, any of whom will, I have no doubt, satisfy 
you as to the real character of M. Nicolaides. It is sufficient for me here to mention the reasons which 
have induced him to come forward and make his false statements against me— 

“1. Because I have openly exposed his unfair dealings with me in suppressing my name in the extensive 

notes which I added, at his request, to his work of ‘The Commentary on the New Testament,’ the authorship 
of which was well known to many gentlemen in Liverpool, and can be abundantly proved, if necessary. 

“2. Because I would not lend him money, as I had done before, when he was in difficulties. 
“3. Because I notified, as I was bound to do, to the bishops in Macedonia and Thessalia, the fact 

of the degradation from office, on account of heinous offences, of this SamceL Srygros, alias S. Nicocarpgs, 
at a time when he was about to return into those parts. 

* Report of Meeting of R. 8. L. See Literary Review, February 14th, 1868. 
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